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ABSTRACT 

Fifty-one jurisdictions, including forty-eight states, have 

established commissions on judicial conduct in response to the failure 

of impeachment to hold judges adequately accountable for misconduct. 

This report assesses the states' experience with commissions on 

judicial conduct as alternatives to impeachment and the applicability 

of these alternatives to the federal judicial system. There are three 

kinds of commissions: (1) the one-tiered system, which has one tier to 

investigate complaints and recommend action to the highest court of the 

state; (2) the two-tiered system, which has one tier to investigate and 

a second to adjudicate; and (3) the commission-legislature system, in 

which the commission recommends lesser pl,mishment to the court, but 

removal remains l'lith the legislature. The d.ata for this report comprise 

case studies of three state commission systems (North Carolina, New' York, 

and Massachusetts), questionnaires to judges in those three states, 

questionnaires to executive secretaries and commissioners in over forty 

states, reported court cases, and law review literature. 

The debate over adoption of a commission should weigh the costs 

to judicial independence against the benefits of sanctioning judges 

who abuse their powers or otherwise misbehave. This report suggests that 

the commissions have had little effect on judicial independence and have 

provided a measure of accountability for abuse never attained by 

impeachment or other traditional disciplinary methods. 

In addition, several elements--the mixed composition of the 

"' I 
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commissions, multiple appointing agencies, requirements of confidentiality 

and due process, and final review by the highest court of the state--

seek to impose checks and balances on the new disciplinary systems. This 

protection of the interests of the judiciary is reflected in the responses 

by the judges to the questionnaires. Although the questior~aire only 

surveys three states and the response rate'ls modest, the responses 

suggest that judges tend to find the commissions to be effective both 

in punishing misconduct and in protecting adequately the rights of the 

judiciary. 

The states' experience with these commissions suggests that 

disciplinary methods short of impeachment could be adapted to 'the 

federal judiciary. After analyzing congressional efforts to establish 

such a system, the report concludes with some suggestions for an 

effective disciplinary system. 
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Chapter 1: S'tatement of Purpose, Method, Organization and Findings 
of the Study 

1. Statement of Purpose 

This project assesses state organizations on judicial conduct as 

models for the federal government. These organizations--variously 

called commissions, boards or corrunittees--receive and investigate 

complaints against judges. Although a few con~issions can order 

sanctions, lllOSt can only recorrunend such action to the state supreme court. 

The introduction discusses the failure of impeachment as a method 

of policing the judiciary, the development of alternative methods by the 

states, and the unsuccessful efforts in Congress to establish a disci-

plinary system for the federal judiciary. The corrunission on judicial 

conduct, the most recent and successful, of the alternatives, is the 

primary focus of the report. Emphasizing its effect among other things 

upon the independence and accountability of the judiciary, the report 

concentrates on three corrunissions and their political environment. 

It concludes with an assessment of present efforts and suggestions 

for a disciplinary system which would be effective and feasible. 

2, Historical Background of Judicial Discipline 

a. Failure of Impeachment in the Federal Government 

~lany constitutional scholars have found impeachment to be both 

unfair and ineffective. Since the founding of the Republic, it has been 

the sole means of removing federnl judges. In two hundred years, the 

!-louse of Represcnttlti ves has impeached eight judges and one Supreme 
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3 
Court Justice, none of them since 1936; the Senate convicted four of 

th . d 1 e JU ges. 

Impeachment raises serious questions of due process for the judge 

and of fairness to the J'udge and the pub11'c. Op ponents of impeachment 

generally argue that: (1) the ground' f 1 s or remova are too narrow; 

(2) the sanctions are too limited,' (3) the process' b IS cum ersome; and 

(4) it is too political. All five judges impeached since 1803 have 

confronted consistent partisan opposition, confirming the fears of 

Charles Pinckney that impeachment would serve the '~assions to throw 
.., 

out the poU tical enemy. ,,'" 

Accepting Alexander Hamilton's assessment in Federalist #79 , 

Senator-Joseph D. Tydings wrote: "It is uncertain whether senility, 

insanity, physical disability, alcoholism or laziness--all of which are 

forms of unfi tness that requl're remedl'.al t' ac 10n--are covered by the 

impeachment process." With their stigma of near criminality, impeach

ment and trial would be unfair to the judge in most of these cases . 

On the other hand, Congress routinely ignores minor infractions because 

the procedure is costly and removal is too ~raconian.3 

The remainder of this introduction will show that impeachment is 

ineffective as it has neither rid the bench of unfit judges nor 

stemmed the decline in the public's respect for the judiciary.4 An 

impeachment trial, which has averaged seventeen days, contributes to 

this ineffectiveness. If i.t was "absurd to think that large national 

interests during the (second world) war . . must await upon the trial 

of Judge X," as James Moore had complained in 1942, Senator Nunn asked, 

how much more debilitating would such a month-long cessation of the 

House and the Senate be in today's world. S 
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Disuse of impeachment h~s meant that unfit--senile, corrupt, or 

incompetent--judges have remained on the bench. Examples of senile 

Supreme Court Justices who refused to resign undermine arguments for the 

effectiveness of impeachment as a deterrent. Justice Samuel Field 

disliked President Grover Cleveland and wanted the record for tenure. The 

other members of the Court delegated Justi~e John Marshall Harlan to 

"request" Justice Field's resignation. Justice Joseph McKenna was 

another example. The Supreme Court decided not to rule on any case 

d 
.. 6 in which McKenna's vote was eC1Slve. 

President Taft once wrote to Justice Horace Lurton tha.t: 

the condition of the Supreme Court is pitiable, and ylat 
those old fools hold on with a tenacity that is most 
discouraging. Really, the Chief Justice is almost 
senile; Harlan does not work. Brewer is almost deaf 
that he cannot hear and has got beyond the point of the 
commonest accuracy in writing his opinions; Brewer and 
Harlan sleep almost through all the ~rgument:. I don't 
know what can be done. 7t is most dlSCOUraglng to the 
active men on the bench. 

After the 1803 acquittal of Associate Justice, Samuel Chase on 

charges of partisan Federalist activities on the bench, the Democratic-

b . "t l'n Congress trl'ed to amend the constitution to make Repu bcan maJ on y 

judges more accountable to the political process. Thomas Jefferson 

expressed his party's disgust with impeachment in these famous diatribes: 

"Impeachment is a farce which wi 11 not be tried again . . . ea) bungling 

way of removing judges ... an impracticable thing--a mere scare crow.,,8 

Still, the Federalists blocked all efforts of the Jeffersonians to obtain 

the two-thirds majority in each house needed to pass an amendment and 

send it to the states for ratification. 
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In 1972, Professor Harold Chase estimated that ten percent of 

the federal judges beneath the Supreme Court level did not dispense 

justice fairly or efficiently. Among the more glaring, recent examples 

of inefficiency or outright misconduct were Judge Otto Kerner, who 

resigned only five days before entering prison; Judge Stephen Chandler, 

whose caseload was suspended by his circuit council until he retired 

in 197~; and Judge Willis Ritter, who embarrassed the nation with his 

odd behavior, but served until his death in 1978 at the age of 78. 9 

The experience of t~o hundred years confirms the failure of 

impeachment. The House Judiciary Committee has investigated fifty-four 

judges and one .Justice; the Senate has removed four. The last trial 
, 10 

occurred in 1936. Senator SaJJlj~· Nunn (D., Ga.) has concluded that it 

is "unreasonable to assert that only four federal judges in our history 

have misbehaved or have been disabled." Impeachment has not been a 

"successful enforcer of good behavior" except for a few cases, when 

it became Jefferson's "engine more of passion than of justice."ll 

Representative Robert Kastenmeier (D., Wis.) succinctly justified 

the search for alternatives to impeachment in 1977: "Today, although 

instances of judicial misconduct are often brought to our attention, 

the Judiciary Committee's heavy workload makes it difficult. if not 

. d 1 hI' l' . .. ,,12 impossible, for us to set aSle a 1 at er egls atlve actlvltles. 

b. Congressiopal Attempts 

The dismal record attributed to impeachment has given rise to 

numerous attempts by Congress to establish alternative procedures for 

handling cases of judicial misconduct. This section will assess some 

of the reasons for the failure, at least thus far, of these congres-

sional efforts. 
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The constitutional issue is 'vhether impeachment is the only 

method allowed for the removing or disciplining a judge. The issue 

is beyond the scope of this study and will therefore not be directly 

13 addressed. The claim that impeachment cannot discipline judges 

has a long history.14 In the nineteenth century, the efforts to 

make judge more accountable for misconduct concentrated on mandatory 

retirement and shortened or elected judicial terms. Between 1889 and 

1941, congressmen proposed over forty amendments to elect some or 

all judges to terms ranging from four to t'welve years. Mo're recently, 

former President Dwight Eisenhower proposed judicial retirement after 

a twenty-year tenure or age seYenty-two, whichever occurred first. 

Senator Harry Byrd drafted an amendment to have judges reappointed 

. h 15 every e~g t years. 

Judicial Conference and Councils: Supervision and Discipline of 

Lower Court Judges 

The early reform efforts failed because their supporters had to 

prove the reform's worth and then overcome the amending process. 

Instead of changing the Constitution to provide other removal tech-

niques, Congress achieved a related goal, supervision and oversight of 

lower court judges, by a statute establishing the Judicial Conference 

16 of the United States in 1922. Early in 1911, tha Congress enacted 

legislation which established judicial councils in each circuit. 

The statute now provides that: 
Each judicial counCil shall make all necessary orders for the 
effective and expeditious administration of the business of 
the court within its circuit. The district judge shall promptly 
carry into effect all orders of the judicial council. 17 
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This language became controversial when the Judicial Council of 

the Tenth Circuit ordered Judge Stephen Chandler to stop hearing cases on 

his docket, climaxing a long feud between Judge Chandler and tbe rest of 

the circuit. 18 Judge Chandler sued the Council, arguing that either 

the statute did not authorize this action, or, if it did, the statute 

19 unconstitutionally invaded judicial independence. 

Scandals involving federal judges have on several occasions 

prompted members of Congress to propose legislation establishIng pro

cedures for discipliniTig'~ judicial misconduct. 20 Pre-World lvar II attempts 

were based, with some differences, on Professor Shartel's proposal to 

21 establish a court empowered to remove lower court judges. Senator 

William Mcadoo of California, for example, proposed that the special court 

have jurisdiction over all but Supreme Court Justices with the Department 

22 
of Justice acting as prosecutor. Representative Hatton Sumners, chair-

man of the House Judiciary Committee, drafted legislation that would have 

the House of Representatives prosecute a case of judicial misconduct before 

a court of three circuit judges appointed by the chief justice. 23 

More recent congressional attempts to establish procedures for 

handling judicial misconduct have been patterned after state practice. 

California, for example~ provided the model for Senator Tydings' bill 

24 
introduced in the 90th and 9lst Congresses, but the procedures 

resembled the yet-to-be-established Illinois system. In,1969, Illinois 

adopted a two-tier system: one tier to investigate; a second tier to 

25 decide the case, with no appeal to the state supreme court. The Tydings 

bill called for five federal judges to serve as a fact-finding panel 

(tier one) to dismiss spurious complaints or to recommend removal to the 

Judicial Conference of the United States (tier two).26 
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Tydings chose the Judicial Conference as the most convenient forum to 

adjudicate the case. To make the Conference more representative, that is, 

to strengthen checks and balances to prevent abuse by a small group of 

people, Tydings would have expanded the Conference. Reconstituted, the 

Conference would include a district and appellate judge from each circuit, 

a representative of the special courts, and the Chief Justice as the pre-

27 
siding officer. 

The Tydings plan met heavy opposition from district court judges and 

28 
a split verdict from the Judicial Conference. Finally, in the 1970 

Senate subcemmitte hearings, Senator Sam Ervin (D.,N.C.), having concluded 

that the plan threatened judicial autonomy, killed the bill. The subcom-

29 mittee never voted en the legislation. 

House Attempts 

Members of the House introduced three different pieces of legislation. 

Each bill reflected a different state practice for judicial conduct organ

izations. Representative Mathis, in January 1977, proposed a two-tiered 

system which resembled the earlier Tydings legislation. The proposed 

system would consist of one tier to act as an investigatory Council on 

Judicial Tenure and a second tier, the Judicial Conference, to try the 

30 cases. Seven states then had two-tiered systems. 

In September 1977, legislation that would have established a one 

tier, California Plan was introduced by a bipartisan group of Repre

sentatives (Kastenmeier, Railsback, and Butler). More than earlier bills, 

this one borrowed extensively from the predominant experience in the states, 

31 i.e., the California-style commissions. Finally, in October, 1977, Repre-

sentative Findley proposed legislation patterned after the defunct one 

tiered New York Court on the Judiciary. 32 
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Senate Attempts 

After a five-year hiatus, judicial disciplinary reform found a new 

senatorial advocate in Sam·Nunn (D., Ga.). In 19'75, he [regan hearings 

and co-authored legislation to reincarnate the Tydings proposals. 

Senator Nunn's proposals have received the most publicity and initially 

made the most progress in Congress. The first Senate hearing in 1976 

34 provided a ~.,eal th of testimony by illustrious witnesses. 

The bill proposed a two-tiered system. The Judicial Conduct and 

Disability Commission would investigate complaints against judges. The 

Commission's membership would comprise one judge from each circuit and one 

35 chosen from among the special courts. Each circuit would have a com-

mittee of judges which would "receive, process and r€~view" complaints 

36 sent to it by the Judicial Conduct and Disability Commission. 

The committee would conduct the preliminary investigation •. It could, 

bv majority vote, take one of three actions: (1) dismiss the complaint; 

(2) request time to resolve the case privately; or (3) recommend that the 

commission itself proceed because the committee finds sufficient cause to 

37 suspect an infraction of the good behavior standard. 

After the commission rules, either the complainant or the judge 

may petition the Court on Judicial Conduct and Disability to issue a writ 

of certiorari. The Judicial Conference elects one of its members as 

presiding officer of the court, since the Chief Justice cannot participate. 

This presiding officer selects six judges who serve one year. With the 

receipt of the commission's report. the presiding officer convenes the 

38 court, which has all the powers of an Article III COllrt of record. 

The court may suspend the judge subject to th~ hearing. Further, the 

judge is still given his salary, thus avoiding the constitutional problem 

of salary alterations duringa·judge's term of office. The court may 

.-.... , 
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dismiss a complaint, censure, remove, or involuntarily retire the 

judge. The vote of four of the seven members is necessary to sanction 

a judge. The order must be written and a copy must be sent to the 

commission, the complainant, and the judge. Only the commission or 

the judge may file a writ of certiorari. And the order is automatically 

stayed pending review or expiration of the time to fi1e. 39 

If the complaint is against a'Supreme Court Justice, the pro

cedure has only two steps, ending in the referral of the complaint to 

Congress. Anyone may complain. Committees are bypassed since the 

commission investigates the complaint. If the case is dismissed, the 

commission notifies the Justice and the complainant. The complainant 

can seek certiorari to reopen the case. If the Court on Judicial 

Conduct finds sufficient cause, it convenes and may recommend censure 

or impeachment to the House of Representatives. 40 

The Senate Judiciary Committee's report to the floor explicitly 

stated that the process supplemented, and did not replace impeachment. 

The Committee endorsed the bi11. 41 It passed the Senate in 1978 by 

a vote of 43 to 31, but the House conducted no hearings. In 1979, 

Senator Nunn reintroduced the bill as S. 295. The bill was later 

defeated on October 30, 1979. 

Senator Bayh offered an alternative which avoided one of the 

major constitutional questions, i.e., removal by impeachment only. 

Relying on existing judicial bodies, the Bayh bill would authorize 

the circuit councils to investigate and to censure a judge or lift 

his caseload. The judge could appeal to the Supreme Court. 
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Senator Kennedy's Federal Court ImprovefQent Act, S. 678, pro

vides a plan that would be similar to Bayo's; however, Kennedy would 

have the councils recommend to the Judicial Conference that the Con-

f'erence inform the House of Representatives that some conduct may 

warrant impeachment hearings. 42 

Senators Bayh's and Kennedy's proposals resemble the solution 

to the problem adopted by Kennedy's state of Massachusetts as well as 

by Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Arkansas. ~'1ithout a 

constitutional provision, the legislature by statute or the high 

court of these states established commissions to investigate complaints 

and to discipline judges s'hort of removal, retaining legislative action 

as the sole means to remove a judge. 

The most recent bill, 8.1873, passed by a vote of 56 to 33, at-

tempts to build on the experience of these failures. The proposal 

retains impeachment as the sole means of removal. The system is stream-

lined and relies heavily on e~isting judical bodies. The system 

maintains a t~.;ro-tiered approach. The judicial councils process and 

investigate complaints against judges and take final actions, including 

censures, reprimands, and lifting the judge's caseload. 

The judge may appeal to a second tier, the Court on Judicial Con-

duct and Disability. As in the Illinois system, there is no judicial 

review of the court's decisions. This court is composed of five 

judges--four appointed by the Chief Justice and the fifth, the chief 

judge of the respondent judge's circuit. If a case is determined to 

warrant removal, the court submits its report to the House of 

43 
Representatives. The House of Representatives has yet to act on 

the matter of judicial tenure and discipline this session. 
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c. State Impeachment Experience 

Although almost all tne states authorize impeachment in their 

constitutions, the states have impeached and tried judges as in-
1J ! 

frequently as the federal government. From 1900 to 1925, only Mon- [J 

tana and Texas impeached and removed judges. A 1952 Michigan L~~ 

Review report revealed that the three state judicial impeachments 

in the entire nation between 1948 and 1952 resulted in acquittals. 

45 
A 1960 A.B.A. survey reported that, with forty states responding, 

only seventeen states had ever impeached a judge. There had been 

fifty-two trials, ,resultins in nineteen removals and three resigna-

tions. 
46 From 1955 to 1970, only five states used impeachment. 

Thus, as of 1970, ,"er one-half of the states had never used im-

peachment. 

The goal of an independent judiciary has always competed with 

the need to hold the judges accountable for their misdeeds. The 

constitutions of the national government and nine of the thirteen 

original states attempted to insulate the judiciary from politics 

47 
by means of life tenure and difficult procedures for removal. 

During the Jacksonian revolution, 1830-50, a majority of states 

adopted legislation to elect judges to make them more accountable to 

48 the populace. The low saliency of candidates and of issues 

49 doomed the effort and incumbents usually ran unopposed. Other 

methods for removing judges, such as recall, elections, address, 

and joint resolution by both houses of the legislature were diffi-

50 
cult to implement, and the state rarely employed them. Thus, the 

experience in the state and national governments indicated that the 

drafters achieved their goal of an independent judiciary but at the 

expense of judicial accountability. 

."' .. ~."..~"""'."""""""--"'..,.""" ... 
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3. Organization of Paper 

In focusing on the commission process, this paper divides 

naturally into three parts. The first part deals with the inputs 

into the commission system. This section attempts to find out who 

complains and the nature of those complaints. 

The largest section of this report will be concerned with the 

-
conversion stage. This part discusses how complaints are processed, 

the mechanisms used, and the factors--external and internal to the 

commission--which shape the decisions. 

The third section involves the outcome stage. This section pre

sents data about the product of the commission system--the disposition 

of complaints by the co~nissions and by the courts. It concludes 

with the views of commissioners and judges about the success of 

the commissions, as well as the applicability of the states' ex

perience to the federal system. Based on these data, the report 

concludes with some recommendations for a ~ederal disciplinary 

procedure which would be both feasible and effective. 

4. Research Issues/Questions 

The purposes or objectives of the commission system, whether 

and how effectively these objectives are achieved. and to what 

extent th~y impinge upon or influence the outcome of the complaints, 

are the foci of this paper. Simply, the processing of complaints 

is the commission's chief purpose. The justifications for this 

purpose, however, are nwnerous: disciplining misconduct, rein-

forcing judicial guidelines, protecting the image of the judiciary, 
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making the judge more accountable for the administration of justice, 

and more accountable to the public. 

Fulfillment of these purposes is complex. Not only do some 

of them conflict on occasion, but the commission confronts limita-

tions which may prevent the fulfillment of these purposes, The 

commission system has placed upon it statutory and constitutional 

limitations. The commission cannot infringe upon the independence 

of the judiciary, and must provide the judge fair procedures and 

confidential proceedings, Finally, external and internal factors 

influence the final decisions of the commissions. This research 

attempts to provide evidence on the views of commission 

members and of judges from North Carolina, New York and Massa-

ch.usetts about the success of the commission system in terms 

of achieving the intended objectives while maintaining judicial 

independence. 

S. Research Methods 

Since 1947, forty-eight states have adopted some form of . 

judicial disciplinary commission. This may be the most extensive 

and rapid adoption of judicial reforms ever, and suggests the 

extent of the dissatisfaction of the states with impeachment for 

disCiplining judicial misconduct. On the other hand, this his-

tory also shows the legislators' concern for providing commission 

procedures tl).at would protect the judge from arbitrary actions and 

still provide effective deterrence. 
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The three kinds of commissions reflect different strategies 

to balance the protection of the judge with the protection of the 

public--the one-tiered system, the two-tiered'system and the legis-

latul'e-commission system. 

About thirty-five states have adopted the one-tiered approach. 

Systems in which a single tier both investigates complaints and 

makes recommendations to the court are the most efficient. That 

efficiency, however, renders the commission more susceptible to 

charges of abuse and providing less due process than two-tiered 

systems. In view of this perception of one-tiered commi~sion sys-

terns and a growing workload, most commissions, regardl~ss of kind, 

have adopted procedures to separate the functions of screening, 

investigating, and recommending. In many states, once a commission 

decides to investigate, the commissioners have nothing further to 

do with processing the complaint. Panels of commissioners or 

outside masters hear the cases, and report the facts or make recom-

mendations to the commissions. This procedure creates a de facto 

multi-tiered system. This functional merger provides checks and 

balances to offset the one-tiered deficiency. 

The two-tiered system has two bodies, one to investigate 

and one to adjudicate the case. In various states, the Supreme 

Court passes on the second tier's recommendation (Ohlo), reviews 
j 
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the second tier's order (Alabama), or issues a writ of mandamus to 

review its actions (Illinois). This multi-tiered process provides 

an extra check and balance to protect the judge, but that redundancy 
I 
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adopted it, New York abolished its second tier in 1978. Eight 

51 states have some form of multi-tiered system. 
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The third approach to prevent abuse by a cow~ission retains 

removal authority in the legislature. The four states that have 

this system are South Carolina, Massachusetts, Arkansas and Rhode 

Island. The commission operates as a one-tier system, investiga-

ting the complaint and recommending actions to the high court. 

The court, however, can only censure or reprimand a judge; the 

judge can only be removed by impeachment or by other traditional 

procedures. 

Methods 

North Carolina, New York, and Massachusetts were selected as 

examples of the three kinds of commissions. North Carolina has a 

California-plan, one-tiered system. New York created the Court on 

the Judiciary in 1947, modified it into a two-tiered system~-a 

commission and the court (l975)-~and then shifted to a one-tiered 

system abolishing the court (1978). Massachusetts is one of a 

handful of states that operates a legislature-commission system. 

The executive secretaries and many of the members in the three 

states were interviewed. Six persons were interviewed in North 

Caro1inR--the executive secretary. one bench, two lay, and two bar 

members. In New York, seven persons were interviewed--the executive 

secretary, a judge member, a lay member, and four lawyer members, 

Two executive secretaries, a judge and a lawyer member of the 

Massachusetts commission were also interviewed. Finally, the 
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execut'ive secretaries in Maryland and in South Carolina were con

tacted. This method provided an in-depth study of the workings of 

individual commissions and the attitudes of the members. 

d 1 ted the first A questionnaire was A second metho comp emen, • 

sent to the executive secretaries and commission members in the Amer-

d ' i which maintain J'udicial conduct organizations iean juris ~ct ons 

(See appendix C). Permission was obtained to use questions from 

a similar survey sent out by Dr. Richard E. Dunn in 1973. Other 

questions were based on the literature and the interviews. Thus, 

the intervie\o{s provided a micro- and the questionnaires a macro-

look at the workings of these commissions. 

Because the data are either nominal (status of the member-

judge, lawyer, lay) or or~inal (views about the role 0 f the commis'

sion) and since this research is exploratory, only simple Chi-square 

(X2) based significance tests are used on the data. These tests 

reveal whether a relationship exists between the variables. Given 

the observed frequencies, the formula tabulates the expected frequencies 

and estimates how often the given (observed) frequencies would occur 

by chance, g:lven these expected frequencies. A .05 level of signfi-

cance is a standard benchmark in political science research, 

meaning that the null hypothesis will be rejected, 

52 
dence of better than one in tl.;renty times. 

with a confi-

The questionnaires had to receive Office of Management and 

Budget (OMB) clearance under the new human subjects regulations. 

The wording of a number of questions had to be revised. By error 

on my part, the ethnic origin item was mistakenly not changed ac-
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cording to OMB standards. The e~ror. however, was not detected 

until after the mailings, therefore precluding any analysis of 

this item. 

Another questionniare was mailed to judges in the three case-

53 
study states. It went to 221 judges in North Carolina, 239 in 

Massachusetts, and a random sample totaling 298 of 3500 New York 

judges. A total of 455 questionnaires were sent to executive 

secretaries and commmissioners and 758 to the judges. Fifteen judge 

surveys and 32 commissioner surveys were returned either unopened or 

with a reason for not answering the questionnaires. Thus, the 

questionnaires expected to be returned were 423 commission surveys 

and 743 judge surveys. The commission survey' s resp'~nse rate, 

based on returnable questionnaires, is 35%, 148 of 423. The judge 

survey's return rate was 30%, 222 of 743. The percentages varied 

from about 25% from New York, to about 35% from North Carolina. 

Although the rate is modest, it is sufficient to be suggestive of 

attitudes and trends. 

Finally, using the Decennial Digest of reported cases, data 

were accumulated from nearly two hundred commission cases decided by 

the courts from 1965 through 1979. The overlap in this data 

provided empirical insights into the relationships among the com-

missions and other segments of their political environment. The 

insights, so gained, should be helpful j.n understanding the 

workings of these commissions in the states and their applicability 

as models for the federal judiciary. 
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6. Summary of Findings 

The interviews with and questionnaires to commissioners suggest 

that the members take seriously their statutory mandate to investi

gate complaints and recommend action on findings of "willful miscon

duct in office. conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice." 

or other statutory language. The profession of members, perceptions 

about the role of the commission. and the composition of the 

commission seem to have little direct effect on the commission's 

decisions. But a caveat is in order. The modest return rate for the 

commissioners' survey thus far. 148 of 423 (or 35%), makes conclusions 

more tentative than definitive. Nonetheless, the responses. 

supplemented b~ interviews and observations, suggest that the 

commissioners base their recommen~ations on their assessment of the 

facts after full give-and-take discussions , and on their interpreta-

tion of their statutory mandate. The prior training and attitudes 

of judges, lawyers, and lay people may affect their assessments 

and interpretations; but discussion and exposure to views of differ

rent members counterbalance these tendencies. This itself is an 

important check against the potential abuse of the system. 

The commissioners--judges, lawyers, and lay members--and the 

executive secretaries generally consider their commission to have 

been effective in disciplining misconduct. The commissioners and 

secretaries, for example, found that the commissions have been very 

or fairly effective in reinforcing the judicial standards for 

open-mindedness. 40 of 109 (36.7%); temperance, 55 of 108 (51.0%); 

courtesy to lawyers, 56 of III (50.5%); and professional integrity, 

72 of 111 (64.8%), 

-------------------I.-------"'"""---~---~-----~~--- ... _. 
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Obviously, the judiciary is the group most directly interested 

in the work of the conunission., With this in mind, judges in the 

three case'study states were surveyed. Again, the low response 

rate, 222 of 743 (30%), precludes definitive statements about 

judicial views even in these three states. Nevertheless, these 

data show that most responding judges found the cOIDrrlissions to be 

effective without impinging on their discretion and independence. 

This section concludes with a costs/benefits analysis of the 

commission system based on the responses of these judges in three 

states. The primary cost of the commission is its potential to 

infringe on or chill judicial independence and discre,tion. The 

data from the three states suggest that this cost may not be as 

h,' I I feared. 54 I _gl as many lave One question in the judicial survey 

asked whether the conunission had affected six listed functions of 

the judge. In all six cases, 85 to 95% responded that the commis

sion had had no effect or indeed had a positive effect on these 

functions. Other questions assess the judges' perceptions about 

the benefits of the connnission, such as reinfor~ing guidelines and 

q l_,. 

punishing misconduct. The responding judges split over whether the [] 

commissions achieve some or all of these benefits. This suggests 

that, in these judges' eyes, the commission does not cost as much 

as its opponents fear nor benefit as much as its proponents hope. 

Independence remains the major concern, and judges do express un-

certainty about the commission. These results suggest a further 

study to include a survey of lawyers, litigants, or legislators to 

assess their analysis of the costs and benefits of these systems. 

Differences among judges in the three states are striking. 

North Carolina respondents for example, were much more laudatory 
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about their commission than judges in the other two states. Speci~ 

fically, 73% of the respondents in North Carolina would recommend 

their commission as a model for a :federal corranission; the percentage 

of respondents so recommending in Massachusetts and New York was 48% 

and 43%. Because all three states have active commissions which 

have handled major cases, there is no straightforward explanation 

for this result. 

The same question was asked of the conunissioners. More than 

75% in each category--bench, bar, lay members and executive secre-

taries--recommended their state's comm.ission as a model for a federal 

system. TIlese percentages bespeak a high degree of support by the 

conunissioners for their systems. 

The Disposition of Complaints and Cases 

Dealing with the disposition of complaints and cases, the next 

section indicates further lessening of the potential costs or dangers 

to judicial independence. The commissions dismiss most complaints as 

frivolous or as""beyond or outside their jurisdiction. Again, the court 

has the final word in these cases. The case law shows that most court 

cases involve abuses of power or illegal activities, not subsumed 

under judicial independence. Moreover, the courts and commissions 

provide the judge with due process protections, and the cases them-

selves provide guidelines to other judges, warning them against 

similar infractions. 

The Federal Government 

Based on a reflection of the states' experience and an assess-

ment of recent efforts to establish a federal commission, a few 
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suggestions are offered for a bill which would be effective and be 

able to pass both houses of Congress. First, the federal system 

should imph~ment a two-tier' approach with appeal to the Supreme 

Court. Second, the Circuit Councils and the Judicial Conference 

should constitute the two tiers of the system. Supreme Court 

Justices should be excluded from the process. Finally, the commis-

sian should be limited to making recommendations of reprimand, 

censure and suspension (with pay). 

Although there is no evidence of judicial vendettas against 

other judges, a two-tiered system would counteract the opportunity. 

The redundancy of two tiers also allows a second, independent look 

at the actions of the judge. And appeal to the Supreme Court would 

be one more check on any such abuse. 

Using the Circuit Councils and Conference (either or both) as 

tiers, the bill would provide the members of Congress with known 

quantities, and thus enhance the chances of passage. ,Inclusion of 

elected members and representation of special courts could be 

provided. Using panels, or appointing committees or masters, th~se 

tiers could handle all complaints efficiently. 

The exclusion of Supreme Court Justices is a political and 

practical move. Practically, there are only nine members who are 

all visible; the traditional impeachment process can handle any 

such misconduct. Politically, the importance of the high court for 

the structure of government deters many from voting to tinker with 

such a vital part of the system. 

Finally a federal commission only needs the power to censure 

and suspend. This provision avoids the constitutional issue of 

whether impeachment is the sale form of removal. Moreover, impeach-
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ment can still handle any action egregious enough to demand removal. 

Based on the experience in Massachusetts with this arrangement and 

wi th California-plan commissions, a censure in a well-publicized 

case will reach the attention of the legislature. The judge who is 

, the subject of a complaint often retires rather than faces removal 

proceedings in the legislature. 55 Without appreciably affecting the 

~fficiency of such a federal commission, these suggestions should 

enhance the chances that such a bill can become law. 
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The Process of Judicial Conduct Commissions 

~i I 

Organization 
of Commission 

Demands 

1. Type of Complainant 
a. media 
b. other judges 
c. other public officials 
d. the bar 
e. the public 

2. Type of Complaint 

Legislature > 
Governor EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 

Bar 

Internal Environment 
Commission 
Membership 

Conversion 

Commission 
Member's 
Perceptions & 
Backgrounds 

+ Outcome 

1. Screening I 

a. Who: Chairman/Executiv~ Secretary 
b. Rules: lack of jurisdictionl 

frivolous 

1. Recommendation 
of Commissions 

2. Initial Investigation 

3. Formal Hearing 

j 
High Court's 

(or Legislature's) Action 

1. Nature of Disposition 
2. Impact of judicial 

conduct 
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Differences in the organization and membership of the state judicial 

conduct commissions notwithstanding, they basically adhere to the 

same scheme of complaint treatment. Rules aBout who can complain and 

the subjects, form, and nature of the complaint are established by statute 

or by the court or commission itself. These rules include whether all 

judges are subject to the process, whether the complaint must be certified 

and in writing, and whether the commission's jurisdiction extends to 

judicial action subject to appellate review (never) and disability (usually) 

as well as to misconduct. 

Further, the conversion stage generally involves an initial screening 

by a designated person(s) and is based on certain rules. The complaints 

that are considered to merit further investigation are forwarded to a 

panel of commission members, special masters or the commission undertakes 

this task before the formal hearing, depending on the structure or 

organization of the commission and established procedures. Procedures 

regarding due process and grounds for imposing sanctions are established 

and followed in thi~ stage of the complaint handling process. Despite the 

differences in the internal enVironment, the external environment of all 

commissions is composed of similar elements. For example, the state 

executive, legislature, and judiciary all impinge to some extent on the 

workings of the commission. The bar, the media, and other interested 

parties may also influence this stage of the proceeding. 

Commissions also vary with respect to the mode of sanctioning and 

outcome determination. Most commissions in fact only recommend that a 

Judge be sanctioned by the state supreme court. In most states, these 

sanctions include reprimand, censure, removal, and retirement. 
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Chapter 2: The Demand Stage 

Who complains and what he/she complains about largely dete~ine 

the work of the commission; the complainants control the type of cases 

* with which the commission deals. Of course, the public needs to be 

31 

informed about the commission in ~rder to bring its complaints. The role 

of the media in publicizing the commission, therefore, is of major im

portance to the number and the nature of complaints received by the 

commission. 

J 
1. Who Complains and the Nature of Complaints 

. TABLE I Complainants Nationwide in 19771 

Type of Complainant 

disappointed litigants 
concerned citizens 
judges & judicial personnp.l 
lawyer & bar groups 
commission initiated 
court watchers, public 

officials and others 

Percentage 

63.0 
12.7 
3.8 

12.3 
3.8 

4.4 
100.0% 

Although nationwide disapPOinted litigants brought most of the 

complaints (63.0% in 1977), they were the least likely to receive satis

faction. According to executive secretaries in New York and North 

Carolina, many litigant complaints concerned legal decisions of the judges, 

decisions expressly beyond the commission's jurisdiction. Between 

January 1975 and December 197.7, the New York Commission on Judicial Con

duct, for example, dismissed 640 (32%) of all its complaints for lack of 

jurisdiction.
2 

In the same period, the North Carolina Judicial Standards 

*Most states, however, allow the commission to proceed on its own 
motion. 

>, 
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3 
Commission dismissed 78 (52%) of its complaints as "frivolous." (See 

Table 1.) Nationwide, the commissions received another one-eighth (12.7%) 

of their complaints from concerned citizens. Therefore seventy-five per-

4 
cent of all complainants were members of the lay public. This ombudsman 

service has helped to make the jU9icia1 system more responsive to popular 

expectations. 

In 1977, judges and lawyers brought a considerable percentage of 

the complaints. Nationwide, judges and judicial personnel, in a position 

to observe misconduct, inititated 3.8% of the complaints, belying fears 

of a judicial protection society. Lawyers and bar groups brought 12.3% of 

the complaints in 1977,5 disproving as well, the conjecture that lawyers 

will not challenge the conduct of judges before whom they practice. 

These lawyers' complaints have been critical to the success of the com-

missions. Appearing regularly before the court, lawyers can distinguish 

judicial discretion from judicial abuse. In North Carolina, for instance, 

the commission dismissed fewer lawyers' complaints; 20% of the attorney-

inititated complaints resulted in action, private or public--doub1e the 

6 
rate for the total complaints. Finally. the commission inititated 3.8% 

7 of the complaints, or one out of twenty-five, on its own motion. The 

8 remainder were brought by public officials, court watchers, and so forth. 
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Subject 

Dismissed fo~ lack 
of jurisdiction 

Demeanor of judge 

Conflicts 

Delays and 
incompetency 

Improper political 
activities 

Bias 

Corruption 

T'icket-fixing 

Intoxication 

Hiscellaneous 

TOTAL 

Table 2 

9 The Kinds of Complaints 

North Carolina 1975-77 

Complaints 

81 

9 

30 

10 

9 

2 

10 

151 

% of 
Total 

53.6 

6.0 

19.8 

6.6 

6.0 

1.3 

6.6 

99.9 

'----~--------------~ - ----
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New York 1975-77 

Complaints 

724 

325 

187 

135 

32 

65 

50 

429 

10 

39 

1996 

% Minus 
% of Ticket 
Total Cases 

36.0 46.2 

16.0 20.8 

9.5 11.9 

6.8 8.7 

1.5 2.0 

3.5 4.2 

2.5 3.2 

21.5 

0.5 0.6 

2.0 2. {~ 

99.8 100.0 
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The commission dismissed most of the complaints as frivolous or be-

yond the jurisdiction of the conunission. The nationwide perce,ntage, 

excluding New York, was 79% in 1977. 10 After dismissal of the frivolous 

complaints, the rest divide into three groups. The first involves the 

competency or fitness of a judge to perform his duties--questions of 

ability, delays, and backlogs. The second involves abuses of power from 

simple rudeness to favoritism, bias, corruption, and conflicts of interest. 

And the third deals with private conduct. Of course, many cases involve 

allegations of violations in all three areas. Although most states 

authorize discipline of conduct unbecoming or prejudical to the judiciary, 

many judges and conunissions question whether this language extends to 

private action. In egregious cases, courts have reuoved judges for off-

o 0 i 11 bench conduct, especially that involving criminal act~v~t es. 

2. Role of the Media 

The role of the media in the proper functioning of the commission 

process cannot be overstated. The media inform the public about the 

commissions and their proceedings. Through their stories, the media can 

pressure the commission or the rest of the government. Conversely, their 

support can be a major factor in commission politics. TI1e media have, 

indeed, been the most salient feature in the political atmosphere in the 

three case study states. 

New York. Given their often conflicting interests, relations between 

commissions und media have be,en friendly at times, hostile at others. The 

media have a long-standing interest in judicial reform. Ticket-fixing 

was a big story, and most of the media supported the commission. 

The New York City newspapers reported these cases accurately. Unlike 

the North Car01ina commission, which is bound by strict confidentiality, 
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the New York cornmission can issue press releases and be more open to the 

public and the media. The New York commission" conscious of the media, 

issues packets, which includc\ the commission's rules, with its press 

releases. The Administrator has logged hours "educating" the media about 

th " 12 
e comm~ss~on. The commission prepares its releases to educate the 

media and, through them, the public. l3 Such political savvy benefited 

the commission in these cases. 

Judicial reform interests editors, and they put their best people 

on it. 
As a nonexpert, a reporter may miss te~hnica1ities, but the 

commission attempts to prevent such things from happening often. 14 

Occasionally, reporters who have not read the statute write articles 

stating the commission suspended judges, a power. reserved to the courts. 

On the whole, however, Mrs. Gene Robb, chairwoman and a publisher her

self, believes that most of the media have done a good job. As examples 

of good reporting, she Singled out the New York Times, New York Daily 

15 News and some upstate papers. 

Nevertheless, the media, the commission, and judges have clashed 

over confidentiality. Reporters have uncovered complaints supposedly 

protected. The aggrieved judge or complainant often presents his version 

of the facts to the press. Real leaks have been rare, and Administrator 

Stern could only name four incidents in which the press had cited 

"d ,,16 
unname sources. Some judges believe that the commission leake.d 

these and other stories. Although there is no evidence, the rumors 

increase the tension among the media, the commission and the judiCiary. 

One can document the effect of media coverage on the commission. In 

the first few months of the commission, only two or three percent of the 

complaints came directly to it. The offices of the courts, legislature, 

and governor forwarded most. By 1978, 95% of the complaints came directly 
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. 17 
to the commission; 90% were addressed to Mr. Gerald Stern, Adminstrator. 

In all, the commissioners assess media-commission relations as positive, 

18 
considering the nature of ,he media. 

Massachusetts. Before the committee or commission, the media 

investigated and reported judicial misconduct to the public and the 

court. The Boston Globe publicized Judge Larkin's attempt to give a 

contribution to Governor Sargent in violation of the Code of Judicial 

Conduct and state law. In 1975, the Supreme Judicial Court censured 

h . d 19 
t e JU ge. 

The watchdog role of the Massachusetts media persisted after the 

establishment of the committee and commission. On January 11, 1979, 

the WBZ-TV "I-team" presented a 32-minute show about the misconduct of 

some judges. The show resulted in a complaint filed by the commission 

against several judges. 

Most of the publicity about judicial misbehavior and the commission 

emanates from the newspapers. Most of the complaints, especially from 

Boston, are marked "c.c. to the Boston Globe." Although the commission 

cannot control this situation, some judges have accused it of thereby 

i 1 · f' d . l' 20 v 0 at1ng con 1 ent1a 1ty. Such accusations resulted in the enact-

ment of a new law that forbids the commission from commenting on the 

21 
cases before it. 

North Carolina. The Peoples case in North Carolina delineates 

22 
the influence on the public that the medin can exert in a big case. 

Linwood T. Peoples was a district judge in the 9th Judicial District 

in north central North Carolina. In a routine investigation, 

state auditors discovered 49 cases held in abeyance, some since 

1974. These were mostly traffic cases, including 
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23 
drunken driving, of local businessmen and friends of the judge. With-

in fifteen months, inte Peoples would be the source in one newspaper of 

sixty-five articles, three letters to the editor, and two editorials. 

The district's chief judge ordered Peoples not to sit on any 

24 
criminal cases pending the outcome of the complaints. Early, the 

jurisdictions overlapped, creating the impression that someone was 

persecuting the judge. The State Bureau of Investigation began investi-

gating before the Judicial Standards Commission had received any com-

I
. 25 

p a1nts. Because he worked with Peoples and believed there had been 

no criminal viblations, the district attorney requested an advisory 

opinion from the Attorney General. Though conceding that there were 

"a whole lot of things he (Peoples) should not have done," the district 

attorney concluded that this case would be better handled by the Bar or 

some other professional body. "Peoples',' he said, "was trying to help some 

of this friends. Everybody should have to sup from the same spoon, as 

far as I'm concerned, but helping people he'd knovffi all his life was his 

, .,26 
only motive, I m sure. 

The Durham papers in an editorial supported the removal of the 

judge by the commission, even if there were no indictments. 

Although small favors from the bench constitute small sins 
common to almost every courtroom, we have a right to expect 
better from our judges whom we elect on the supposition 
that the~7will serve the spirit as well as the letter of 
the law. 

The grand jury indicted Peoples for embezzlement and retaining filing 

?8 
fees in some of these cases. The amount was under $100.- Letters to the 

29 
editor expressed the belief that Peoples was being railroaded. The 

commission held hearings and recommended that Peoples be removed, not 

be allowed to hold office, and forfeit his retirement pension. The 
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commission found that Peoples had violated the judicial code, regard

less of whether he had received money for these activities. With this, 

the members recommended removal to the supreme court.
30 

Heanwhile, Peoples won the Democratic primary in a close race, 

14,207 to 13,639. There would be no Republican opposition. Peoples 

and his defenders argued that the people had vindicated him. 3l Also, 

in the fall of 1978; two separate trials found Peoples innocent of 

embezzlement. One juror told the press: "Some jurors thought Peoples 

put some things in the wrong place but didn't think he took the money 

3? 
for his own use." -

The state supreme court, nevertheless, accepted the recommendations 

of the commission and removed Judge Peoples. Peoples raised the philo-

sophical question of the legitimacy of his removal in the face of the 

popular vote. "The people who voted for me wasted their time going to 

the polls to vote if, after having elected me, I can be barred from hold-

ing the position." A citizens defense committee raised funds for his 

33 appeal. 

This incident damaged the reputation of the commission among some 

segments of the public. The Durham papers supported the commission; how-

ever, they did a mediocre job of presenting the legal situation. The 

standard of proof in North Carolina cases is "clear and conVincing 

evi.dence," a lesser standard than the criminal standard of "beyond a 

reasonable doubt." Peoples' criminal trial had involved criminal 

statutes; the commission case dealt with ethics and questions of fitness. 

The ne'olspaper did not make these distinctions clear.
34 

If the North Carolina commission had the resources of the New York 

commission, the executive secretary may have been able to educate the 
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press better, and some of this confusion may have been avoided. Although 

the media may have a major impact in a few such cases, the commissions 

proceed largely unobserved. 

3. Role of the Lay Public 

The media and organizations such as the League of Women Voters in

form the public about the commission and its activities. The public can 

exert their influence on the commission in two ways'. (1) as :'l body, 

through voting, directly, as on amendments, or indirectly through the 

election of public officials; and (2) individually, or a'S complainants, 

and direct users of the system. 

Na tiomvide, over three-qua'rters of the complaints in 1977 were 

brought by disgruntled litigants and concerned citizens. 35 
Handling 

these complaints is crucial to the commiss~on. If h ... . t e complainants per-

ceive that their complaints have received a fair review from the commis-

sion, the commission can build a reserve of support and good feeling, 

\olhich would generate more complaints and facilitate its role as ombuds-

man. Explaining \vhy complaints are dismissed will also, over time, 

lessen the numbor of frivolous complaints, further facilitating the 

co~nission's work. 
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Chapter 3. The Conversion Stage 

After receiving the complaints, the commissj.on processes them. As 

\V'e have seen. most of the complaints are dismissed after the initial 

screening or after an investigation. The surviving few usually result 

in a formal hearing before the commission. These complaints may be 

dismissed or result in some action. Some commissions may order disci-

pUne which is subject to appeal to the high court. Most commissions, 

however, make recommendations of sanctions directly to the high court, 

a second-tier, or a court on the judiciary. 

1. History 

The history or evolution of these systems provides insights into the 

politics which still affect the working of these commissions. New York's 

Court on the Judiciary was the first modern non-legislative procedure for 

disciplining judges.
l 

Between the establishment of this Court in 1948 and 

1973 (twenty-five years) thiity-nine states established and maintained 

judicial disciplinary systems.
2 

By 1978, forty-eight states, the Dis

trict of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico had such organizations. Using 

1960, ~hen the California Commission was created as an alternative 

benchmark, 51 jurisdictions have adopted the reform in eighteen years. 

In New York, several instances of judicial misconduct had tainted 

the reputation of the judiciary and engendered a climate for reform. 

In his 1945 annual message to the New York legislature, Governor 

Thomas Dewe" renewed the debate over judicial removal by proposing that 

3 
a court on the judiciary be established. The press, political parties, 

former members of the Court of Appeals, deans of the major law schools, 

and most of the bar supported the proposal. Although the court that 

emerged was a compromise, the publ:i,c viewed it as a great reform. 4 
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Because it was an untested compromise, the court soon disappointed 

its advocates. No staff received and processed complaints or developed 

5 expertise. The court had limited powers and jurisdiction. The pro-

ceedings of the court could be stayed if the legislature preferred to 

6 
handle the case. Overlapping the Court, the four Appellate Divisions 

still could discipline lower court judges.
7 

Only the chief judge, 

governor, presiding judges of appellate divisions, or a majority of the 

executive council of the State Bar Association could convene the court. 8 

The difficulty of invoking the process facilitated the appearance of 

cover-ups, and the composition of the court enhanced it. 'The court on 

the judiciary did not convene until 1960, nor did it remove its first 

judge until 1963~ and it has convened only six times between 1947 and 

1974, resulting in several removals.
9 

In late 1975 voters approved legislation which establishe'd a 

permanent State Commission on Judicial Conduct. It was a two-tier 

system whereby a commission tier investigated and made recornmendatio~s 

10 
and a separate court adjudicated the case. In 1977, New York voters 

abolished the Court on the Judiciary and the commission 'assumed the 

court's duties. 11 

To avoid losing the advantage of t'vo-tiers, the commission and 

its staff duplicated the separation of investigating and adjudicating. 

After the commission orders an investigation, the staff investigates 

independentl.y of the commission. The stnff lawyer presents the case to 

tht: refer.ee :.1S a prosecuting attorney. If the commission needs assistance, 

it ~an hirp special counsel. 

The (:omll.iS!-l'tl1l1 appoints the referee or hearing offi.cer. The 

o!-Eic:er, a 1"1:tired judge or prominent lawyer, hears the case and reports 

:---1 
1 
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to the commission. Then, with the report, the commission hears oral 

arguments from the staff lawyer and the judge's counsel. The commission 

can d d h d i f f h h 
. 12 eci e t e case or reman t or urt er ear~ngs. 

The One-Tier - California System. New York arrived at its hybrid 

systems through trial and error. Meanwhile, states such as California 

experimented with other methods of judicial discipline. The 1959 session 

of the legislature produced the Judicial Qualifications Commission, 

based on the American Judicature Society's Model Judiciary Article. 

The voters approved it on November 8, 1959, and the commission became 

effective on Harch 24, 1961. 13 This plan is dominant in the states, and 

is the focus of most of this report. 

Commission-Legislature Plan. Five states have the cornmission-

legislature system. Today, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Tennessee, 

14 Arkansas, and South Carolina have this compromise system. Tennessee 

recently adopted a Court on the Judiciary. These systems have a 

commission to recommend lesser sanctions to the court, but removal 

i i h h 1 . 1 15. rema ns w t t e eg~B ature. 

The system develo.ped in two ways: (1) as a court-sanctioned stap-

gap in the absence of constitutional or statutory power for the court 

or legislature to act; and (2) as a political compromise between the judi

ciary and legislature. If the constitution holds or is interpreted to 

hold that removal is effectuated solely by impeachment, the court may 

still impose lesser penalties. Furthermore, a commission that investi-

gu tes and recoltunends removal to the legisla ture does not usurp the 

impeachment power; it facilitates it.
16 Similarly, the Nunn Bill, on 

the federal level, would have authorized the commission to recommend 

impeachment against a Supreme Court Justice, reflecting the political 

position of the Supreme Court in the United States government. 17 
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Blurring Distinctions. Many procedures for the handling of complaints 

are common to both one- and two-tiered systems. Moreover, many policy 

distinctions are not correlated with the kind of commission. Take, for 

example, the question of whether the formal hearing should be opened 

or closed. Michigan, Indiana (one-tiered), and Illinois (two-tiered) 

hold open hearings; California and most of the systems maintain con-

fidentia1ity until the commissions file their reco~nendations with the 

18 high court. 

New elements in the system do not respect the old divisions. Some 

states (one-tiered and two-tiered states) establish committees to advise 

judges concerning the Code on Judicial Conduct. These advisory opinions 

are not binding, but guide the judge on unclear questions. These commit-

tees teach and deter. Their opinions are admissible as evidence in a 

disciplinary proceeding. 19 

Since their inception, commissions have used hearing masters, panels, 

and referees almost as a first tier, blending differences between one-

i d . 20 Th t er an two-t~er. e New Hampshire and Massachusetts high court used 

hearing officers who are often judges, to filter complaints and to super

vise lower court judges with the least expenditure of time. 2l Until the 

New Jersey legislature established a connnission in the 1970's, the 

supreme court had to use local bar ethics committees and masters as the 

, 22 'functionally equivalent device of (a hearing agency.)" 

To facilitate their work, co~ni~sions use panels or referees to 

hear and to report the facts of the cases. 23 Several state courts have 

2L~ 
rejected due process challenges to this procedure. This bifurcation 

Assuages fears of opponents that the investigating commission cannot 

ncijudicate the case impartially. Usually a judge, the master hears the 
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evidence nad reports to the commission. At the extreme, West Virginia 

has three tiers--investigatory, prosecutory and adjudicatory. 

One-Tier/Two-Tier Systems. Because this study is based on one 

California plan (North Carolina) and one two-tiered plan (New York until 

1978), the effectiveness of one- and t,V'o-tiered systems cannot be com-

pared conclusively. It could be said, however, that the information 

su&v,ests that the effectiveness of a commission system is determined by 

more than tier structure. The New York system during its two-tiered stage 

became embroiled in the ticket-fixing affair, in which the commission's 

interim report attracted much attention and provoked the suspicion of 

village and town justices being investigated. Theoretically, with more 

checks and balances, the two-tiered system should be less susceptible to 

poor relations with the bench than the one-tiered system. Moreover, in New 

York, the second tier was composed of judges, which would seem to further 

minimize the difficulty. But unlike most states, the New York commission 

could censure judges, subject to appeal to the Court on the Judiciary. 

Because of this power, the buffer between the commission and judiciary 

was therefore weaker than it was for some two-tiered systems. 

Several commissioners admitted in interviews that the interim 

report may have been a mistake, and had hurt both the image of the 

judiciary and the standing of the commission. As discussed earlier, 

the commission was caught in judicial politics between the village and 

town justices and the statewide courts. Finally. unlike any other 

state commission, New York's had the staff and money to undertake that 

mammoth investigation. 

This problem would be less likely to occur in Illinois, which also 

follows the two-tiered approach. First, the Illinois lower tier, the 
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Judicial Inquiry I3oard, does not recommend sanctions, but only finds 

whether the complaint presents a "rensonahle basis" to suspect that mis-

conduct has occurred. Also, confidentiality of the I3oard's proceedings 

is apparently stric ter than that of the New York COmmiS!iiion. According 

to the Illinois Cl)nsti,tution, "all proceedings of the Board shall be 

confidential except the filing of a complaint with the Courts Commis-

S 1., on . " 2 6 Y k ' A New or -type interlm report would haVe exceeded the power 

of the Illinois Board. Given the varied nature of states, two state 

studies--New York and North Carolina--would not justify an analysis 

into relative effectiveness of the two kinds of commissions. 

2. Procedure 

~ules. The procedures discussed here follow the one-tiered approach. 

Complainants include litigants and defendants, attorneys, and court and 

legislative officials. In forty-one states and the District of Columbia, 

the commission can initiate proceedings on its own motion in the absence 

of a formal complaint. 
27 

The three case study states follow this practice. 

The 1978 A.B.A. Standards for Judicial Discipline and Disability 

recommend accepting complaints from all sources and on the commission's 

own motion.
28 

The commissions dismiss most complaints as frivolous 

without publicity. As for the rest, because of confidential screening, 

the guilty judge can resign without harmful publicity. The ability of 

conmlissions to resolve minor infractons informally makes them more 

flexible. Statistics cannot measure the corrective value of these 

'f 1 ., i 29 In.orma act1.Vl.t es. 

In California and some other states, the commission explains to the 

cl)mplainant the reasons fl;)r dismissal of the complaint. This is good 

public relations and also serves an educative purpose. Citizens are less 

, < 

" 

\ 
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likely to feel that the commission 1'S sweeping things under the 

rug. 

In 28 states .and the District of Columbia, the executive 

secretary screens complaints and determines whether they have 

prima facie validity. This is the practice in North Carolina and 

Ne~1T York, but not in Massachusetts. 0 Ii n 1 s recommendation or 

presentation, the commission decides, by majority vote, to hold a 

preliminary investigation. The courts do not require notice to 

the judge at this stage; howe'-er, most t t h s a es, suc as California, 

let the judge explain or correct his behavior. 3D If the complaint 

is minor, such as taking long recesses or wisecracking, a letter or 

call could conclude the proceedings with a verbal promise from 

the judge to stop such behavior. 3l 

Colorado uses such a one-tiered. t t , wo-s ep process. The chair-

man and executive secretary review the complaints and decide 

which to docket. The commission may discuss any complaint, but 

rarely challenges the decision of the h i c a. rman. Likewise, until 

North Carolina got a permanent staff, the chairman and one other 

member reviewed and dismissed complaints, bj su ect to commission 

veto. In Michigan, the staff of the commission prepares a report 

and submits ballots to each comm4 ss1·oner. On • e vote invokes a 

meeting. To commence a formal proceeding, however, five members 

must find sufficient cause. 32 

The Standards recommend "discrete" telephone calls to screen 

complaints; the caller swears the contacted person to secrecy. 

Colorado .'.'.1_' ows its commi i 1 33 • . sS.oners to te ephone. In 27 states, 

including the case study states, the executive director or a staff 

member conducts the preliminary investigations. Sixteen commis-
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sions hire investigators or attorneys and another 8 bring in 

government agencies for this task. 
34 

A fe~ ... states use all three. 

The Standards recommend that the staff should do the investigating. 

The commission should avoid using the attorney general's staff or 

a law enforcement agency, because people associate albeit unfairly, 

a law enforcement investigation with criminality and guilt of 

35 
the investigated judge. 

Keeping the initial commission's procedures informal provides 

the judge with the "opportunity to retire with honor" or "the 

motivation to correct behavior when ~ ... arned by letter." Jack 

Frankel, California's Executive Secretary, found this a great 

f 
., 36 

advantage 0 comm1SS10ns. 

After the investigation, many commissions often use masters to 

hear evidence in complex cases. Because of the workload, California 

uses them in most cases. The masters or a panel of commissioners 
> ' 

reports to the commission, which accepts or rejects the report or 

37 
requests further fact-finding. 

The method of notifying a judge of an investigation varies 

by case and by commission. Due process requires notice of and 

opportunity to be heard at the formal hearing, and although mo~t 

commissions give earlier notice, due process does not require it. 

The Standards recommend that the COlnmissions should give notice 

before the decision to hold a formal hearing in ninety percent of 

1
. 38 

the comp al.nts. 

Sufficient and Probable Cause. If the informal processes do 
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not resolve a complaint, the commission can order a formal hearing on 

ff . 11 b . i 39 finding of su iC1ent cause, usua y y major ty vote. Sufficient cause 

does not constitute probable cause. Sufficient cause denotes that the 

complaint is not frtvolous, and that the commisf.lion should investigate 

further. Based on suffic".ent cause, a formal complaint initiates a 

full investigation and the probable cause hearing. 40 

The Standards cotmIlittee defines probable cause as evidence of 

misconduct ~n which the judge is or has been engaged and which warrants 

formal review. Many commissions determine this without the presence of 

the judge; the Standards recommend his/her presence for fairness and 

41 
efficiency. Recommending open formal hearings, the comnittee members 

believe that the probable cause hearing has fulfilled the purposes of 

confidentiality. 

Although there is a trend toward open hearings, only ten states have 

. 42 
them. The hearings in the case study states are closed. Despite elabo-

rate hearings lasting days with dozens of witnesses and exhibits, the 

record in most states remains confidential until recommendation is made to 

the court. Then, anyone may inspect the transcripts and the briefs of 

43 the parties. 

While confidentiality protects the reputatiol1 of the innocent judge 

as well as allows the complainant to come forward in anonymity, many of 

its defenders recognize confidentiality's limitations--the dangers of 

misunderstandings and leaks which can be harmful to the judge, the wit-

ness, the complainant, or the comnission. Retaining confidentiality 

for the preliminary hearing, the Standards and many statutes have autho-

tized press releases to alleviate some of these problems. Moreover, some 

commissioners believe that public hearings could dispel public mistrust 

of such clandestine operations. As a further benefit, a notorious case 
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can inform potential users about the conunission. 44 

The Michigan statute provided for public hearings, representa-

tion by counsel, and use of the civil rules of evidence and proce-

45 
dure. Before 1979, Wisconsin authorized the public hearings before 

the full commission. A master received testimony and reported to the 

commission. If the judge did not object, the commission would adopt 

the report· and would decide the case. Unlike most commissions which 

make recommendations, the Wisconsin commission issues orders, which 

46 the judge can appeal to the supreme court. 

At the hearing, a reporter records a verbatim transcript. 

The North Carolina rules permit "legal evidence" only. As a court, the 

commission has the power (or authority) to subpoena, swear in, and com-

pensate witnesses. The North Carolina chairman--always the member from 

the Court of Appeals--rules on evidentiary matters, but all members may 

question the witnesses. Counsels for the judge and for the commission 

present evidence, examine and cross-examine witnesses. 47 Unlike a 

court, this commission has no representatives of the press present, 

and swears the ~vitnes$es "not even to reveal the fact that the hearing 

has been held." 0 1 d d n Y cases recon~en e to the supreme court lose that 

cloak of secrecy. 48 

The Massachusetts commission also acts under extreme confiden-

tiality imposed by statute and rules. The statute limits the commis-

s1.0n to press releases that explain the jurisdiction and procedures of 

the commission. This restriction has had unexpected results. Unlike 

the old rules established by the court, the statute does not even 

allow the conunission to exonerate the innocent judge. 49 

"~ 
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My case studies reveal public mistruat of the private session. 

Because confidentiality protects the witness.es from harrassment and 

judges from frivolous charges. the Standards still sanction confi

dentiality for the preliminary stage and require explanation to the com

plainant tyhy the commission dismissed his complaint. The drafters 

50 
hoped that such openness would foster both respect and familiarity. 

6. Due Process. Federal district and circuit cases have upheld state 

court decisions that the IIfull panoply (of due process) does not apply 

d II to removal proce ure. There is "no constitutional right to hold 

office." In Gruenberg v. Kavanagh, the district court ruled that 

interim suspension of a judge had not raised substantial due process 

questions. 51 But, along with statutory procedures, the case law 

dealing with due process does place limits on the commission by 

establishing the ri~hts of the judge. 

Due process has to be flexible because the judge often has to 

balance protected interests. In Matter of Del Rio, Michigan's Judi-

. i h d ced before it had filed the com-elal Tenure Corrmnss on a announ , 

plaint~ that an investigation was underway. The court ruled that this 

announcement did not infringe upon the judge's due process rights. 

The statute authorized the commission to issue reports when public 

knowledge and distortion already imperiled the rights of the parties. 

The courts deferred to the commission's judgment that this danger 

f
. . 52 

outweighed the danger to the defendant from this clari l.catl.on. 

The The Rights to Trial, Notice, and Opportunity to be Heard. 

courts agree that the judge has no right to a jury trial in these 

proceedings. Its sui generis nature removes the procedure from the 

53 1 b common law tradition. Some courts have drawn the ana ogy to ar 
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disciplinary proceedings also conducted without juries. 54 

But courts assure the judge notice and opportunity to be heard 

even when they do not grant the "full panoply." Before the formal 

hearing, courts enforce a lesser standard of notice about the charges, 

but at the formal hearing the charges must be clear and timely for 

55 the judge to prepare a full response. These rights lie at the 

core of due process. 

Combination of Investigatory and Adjudicatory Functions. The 

combination of investigatory and adjudicatory functions in a single 

agency does not deny due process. The Pennsylvania commission removed 

a city magistrate who requested a federal three-judge panel to hear 

his issue. The Penn'sylvania commission presented the strongest case 

of combining the two functions because the executive secretary who 

56 carried out the investigation was also a voting member. Still, the 

federal court ruled that the case had not raised a federal question. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has accepted such schemes for disciplining 

workers. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that a job was not an interest 

analogous to the loss of liberty and that a removal process did not 

need to approach the full protection provided in the criminal 

57 
process. In 1977, the District of Columbia Court of Appeals ruled 

that the c.orrunission concept encroached on neither the separation of 

powers nor judicial independence. The court rejected a list of due 

process challenges, including the mixing of investigation and pros

. 58 ecutl.on. 

In 1975~ the Alaska supreme COllrt ruled that while there was no per 

se violation of due process in the mixing of adjudicatory and inves-

tigatory functions, the court must determine whether the judge received 'I. 
~ , 
\ 

.. 
i 
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a hearing before an "impartial tribunal." If the mixing of functions 

did n.ot bias the commissioners, the process preserved due process. 

The court found no bias, and censured the judge.
59 

Due Process (Summation). Although the commission proceedings 

do not invoke the "full panoply" of due process rights, the judge 

does have the rights to have the case processed through normal chan-

nels, the rights to notice, to respond, to have counsal, and to 

produce and cross-examine witnesses. The rights of the judge increase 

as the complaints progress from the preliminary stages to a formal 

hearing and adjudication. The judge has the right to a fair hearing 

before an unbiased commission.
60 

d. Standards of Evidence 

Numerous courts have litigated standards of proof with mixed 

results. The dominant position has been that the commission must 

prove its charges with "clear and convincing evidence.,,6l In most 

civil cases, courts employ the weakest standard of proof, the 

"preponderanee" of the evidence, "proof which leads the trial jury 

to find that the evidence of the contested fact is more probable 

than its non-existence." An element of doubt is permissible. On1y 

a handful of states have adopted this standard for judicial pro-

d
. 62 

c.ee ~ngs. 

"Beyond a reasonable doubt" is the criminal standard. The Stan-

dard propounds the belief that it is worse for an innocent person to 

be found guilty than for a guilty one to go free. Constitutional 

protections are fully operative in criminal proceedings. Only New 

63 Jersey has adopted that standard. 
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The standard accepted in most states including the case study 

states and recommended by the Standards is "clear and convincing 

evidence." This lies midway betwe~n "beyond a reasonable doubt" 

and the "preponderance" standard. A South Dakota case, In 

re Heuermann, states the rationale: 

The first issue we consider is appropriate standard 
of proof in proceedings under the Act. We note 
that it would be inappropriate to require proof 
"beyond a reasonable doubt" as this is not a 
criminal prosecution. Proof by a mere preponderance 
of the evidence is also inappropriate because of the 
severity of the sanction which can be imposed. \ve 
conclude that the proper standard of proof is by 
clear and convincing evidence. Such a standard 
provides adequate protection for the party subject 
to charges~ but at the same time does not demand so 
much evidence that the ability of the Commission 
and this court to effectively oversee the judiciary 
is impaired. 64 

The statutory procedures, the standards of evidence, and the 

constitutional decisions provide rights for the judges and provide 

limits on the commission's actions. 

3. Major Functions of the Commissions 

The commissions are intended to serve several functions or 

meet certain objectives. These include reinforcing judicial guide-

lines, protecting the image of the judiciary, punishing misconduct, 

and making the judge more accountable to the adm~nistration of 

justice and the public. The actual processing of complaints is not 

only influenced by the multiple functions imposed on the commission, 

but also by the attitudes and goals of the individual commission 

members. 

Furthel"mOre, the commissions have limited jurisdiction. The 

commissions, for instance, cannot infringe upon judicial independence. 

, .. ,.-. 1 
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f ' th judge. by shielding the innocent The process must be a1r to e 

f d d laints and, at a mi~imum, providing a judge from un oun e comp . 

h d and a review of toe commission's speedy procedure wit ue process . 

findings. Likewise, the public and especially the complainants must 

as fair and not as an exercise in white-washing. perceive the process 

Interviews in the three states suggest that in order to perform 

these functions subject to these limitations, the commission should 

have sufficient staf, ac t es, an • f f iIi i d funding The commissions do 

Until 1977, the North not universally have adequate resources. 

Carolina Commission had makeshift procedures and operated without an 

ff 65 The connnission used the State Bureau executive secretary or sta . 

of Investigation to take evidence from witnesses and the Attorney 

General's office to prosecute. The commissioners handled the pre

liminary investigations themselves, often by phone. Meanwhile, the 

66 caseload grew for an ill-prepared and understaffed commission. A 

1977 LEAA grant allowed the commission to acquire a full-time 

executive secretary, investigator, and secretary with a budget of 

67 
$80,000 a year. 

In Nassachusetts, the commission staff consists of the executive 

secretary, Col secretary, and law student interns. The budget permits 

the commission to employ private investigators for specific cases; 

The commission however, they ~re expensive and their quality varies. 

relied on the state police to conduct one investigation. Hith a 

budget of S40,OOO, the executive secretary and staff do most of the 

, , 68 'Thl'S budget, however, underestimates leg work for the commlSSlon. 

i i Ti1e commission reo-ularly approaches the cos t of tile comm ss on. I"> 

lawyers to serve gracis as c.ounsel. The c.ommi t tee and C'.ommission 
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have received excellent assistance from these special counsels who 

usually have conullcted their own supplemental investigations,69 

Unlike the other two states, New York operates on a budget of 

$1.6 million, 
The Administrator supervises a staff of sixty-five 

lawyers, secretaries, and investigators, The headquarters are in New 

York City, with regional offices in Albany and Buffalo. To maintain a 

separation of investigatory and adjudicatory functions, the,commission 

has no contact with staf~ members, except the Administrator or a staff 

lawyer who presents a case before the commission. 70 

Perceptions of Commissioners and Judges about Functions 

Socialization. As a starting pOint, one may assume that the 

commissioners' perceptions about their work will affect the processing 

of complaints. Initially, the members must acquire these perceptions 

or attitudes of their roles, that is, be Socialized into the 

connnission's way of doing (or perceiving) things. 'Socialization may 

appear to explain commissioners' perceptions of the connnission's role 

and their recommendations of sanctions. 

The North Carolina eommission inducted only three members between 

1973 and 1978. Cordiality made socialization easier, but the work of 

the commission is serious business. Members must submit to self-

evaluation and self-socialization to cope with this responsibility. 

One of two original lay members admits it took two or three years to 

feel at ease with the work. 
The difficulty was not with fellow 

commissioners nor with principles of "right and wrong," but how they 

applied to concrete cases, 

---, 
! 

I, 
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As a layman, I had to determine where the protection of 
the law stopped and misconduct questions began, Some 
tillles it is not clear cut. I, The people who worked in the 
courts might not have had this- in mind Dut as a lay member 
I had to determine this. There, 'I had some uneasiness at 
first. 71 
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The executive secretary is responsible for the orientation of new 

members. He provides new members with recent files and literature, 
- 72 

discusses procedures, and answers questions. Until 1979, there 

,,,ere no new lay members. Members from the legal professions claimed 

no difficulty in adjusting. One lawyer stated that the rules and 

procedures of the commission were simpler than those for taking an 

appeal to the supreme court. Judge Clark also adjusted well. He was 

sworn in as chairman the morning of a hearing and presided over it. 73 

Though the connnissi"oners represent different "constituencies"--

lay, lawyer, and judge--and are appOinted by different processes, their 

attitudes and even backgrounds are similar. For instance, all of the' 

original members of the commission voted against the 1972 constitu

tional amendment that established the Judicial Standards Commission.
74 

If not repr.esentative of the public, the commissions are often 

blue r ~bbon.75 d' • Accor ~ng to interviews in all three states, the dynamics 

of interchange show up in the votes and views of the members. One 

commissioner has stated that their discussions and voting "head toward 

the happy center." The members make a "dedicated effort to meet the 

views of all and to balance all the interests." Although the debate 

may be contested, a "surprising number" conclude unanimously or with 

only onEl member in dissent. 76 

The give and take of debate has smoothed out even some philosophi-

cal differences of members. One judge member admitted that his ideas 
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after a year on the commission were "in flux. II Based upon his own 

experience, he had been slightly "paranoid" about the system. A 

litigant with "an axe to grind" once accused him of undue rudeness. 

Hhile most complaints ~.,ere like these, the member had seen that they, 

as well as valid complaints, were handled fairly. Admitte~ly, this 

experience made him less paranoid about the commission. 77 

To assess their perceptions, the commissioners were asked how 

accurately each of five statements describes the role (purposes) of the 

commission. These statements were: the commission (1) reinforces 

guidelines for judicial conduct, (2) makes judges more accountable to 

the administration of justice, (3) protects the image of the judiciary, 

(4) makes judges more accountable to the public, and (5) punishes mis-

conduct. The respondents rated each statement on a scale of 1 to 4, 

4 being "very accurate." The following table presents the percentages 

of judge, laW)'er and lay commission members who believed that the 

statements livery accurately" described the role of the commission. 

Hembers 

Judges 

Lawyers 

Lay 
Members 

Total 

Table 3 

COMMISSIONERS' VIEWS ABOUT COMMISSION'S ROLES 
(Percentages finding these purposes very 

accurate descriptions of the commission's role) 

(a) 

Reinforces 
Guidelines 

24 (52.2%) 

22 (56.4%) 

20 (66.7%) 

66 (57.4) 

(b) 
Makes judge 

accountable to 
administration 

of justice 

20 (.43.5) 

14 (35.0) 

9 (32.1) 

43 (37.7) 

(c) 

Protects 
image of 
judiciary 

8 (17.8) 

7 (18.9) 

7 (25.0) 

22 (19.5) 

Cd) 
Makes judge 

more 
accountable 

to people 

13 (29.5) 

11 (30.6) 

9 (31. 0) 

33 (30.3) 

(e) 

Punishes 
misconduct 

26 (,56.5) 

26 (66.7) 

15 (53.6) 

67 (59.3) 

\ 
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The most striking feature of Table 3 is the similarity of views 

held by all three groups of commissioners. Socialization may account 

for much of this. Given the similarity of views, past legislative 

conflicts over the composition of commissions seems unnecessary in 

retrospect. 

Nevertheless, there are some differences among the three groups. 

The lay members perceive the commission more as having the role of 

reinforcing guidelines, while the legal members, especially the 

lawyers, respond that punishing misconduct most accurately describes 

the purpose of the commission. Finally, judge members tend to find 

the purpose of making judges more accountable to the administration 

of justice, more important than other members do. These are unex-

ceptional. T~e explanation for this finding may be that the lawyers, 

more confident in a legal setting, respond with blunter "punishes 

misconduct." The lay members may respond with the more neutral 

"reinforces guidelines." And the judges may express a professional 

standard. 

The similarity of commissioners' views is highlighted by the re-

sponses of judges in the three states to the same question. Only the 

judges in North Carolina responded somewhat like the commissioners. 

The judges in Massachusetts and New York generally did not believe 

that these five statements "very accurately" describ<:ld the work of 

the commission. For the commissioner:; and the judges, reinforcing 

guidelines and punishing misconduct compete for attention as the 
\ 

me.mbers' per~eived role of the cOtmnission. The outsiders, non-

commission member judges, see the punishing misconduct role as para-

mount. Of course, this may be just the natural sensitivity of the 

subjects to oversight. 

", 

Table 4 

JUDGES' VIEWS ABOUT COMHISSION'SROLES 
(Percentages finding these purposes very 

accurate descriptions of the commission's role) 

Makes judges 
more 
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Makes judges 
State accountable to Protects more 

of Reinforces administration, image of accountable Punishes Judge Guidelines of justice judiciary to people misconduct 

Mass. 14 (24.6) 14 (24.1) 5 ( 8.6) 8 (13.8) 16 (29.1) 

N. Y. 15 (21.7) 17 (23.9) 13 (18.6) 11 (16.2) 23 (34.3) 

N. C. 35 (50.0) 28 (40.0) 16 (23.2) 20 (29.9) 32 (45.7) 

64 (32.7) 59 (29.6) 34 (17.3) 39 (20.2) 71 (37.0) 

4. Commissioners' Perception of Their Effectiveness 

In the questionnaire, the commission members were asked to 

assess effectiveness of the commission upon various categories of 

judicial bearing and behavior: 

17. In your opinion, how effectively has the commission 
succeeded in 'establishing or reinforcing the following 
judicial attributes (ind:l.cate (4) "very effectively'" 
(3) "fairly effectively"; (2) "somewhat effectively": 
and (1) "makes no difference"). ' 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 

h) 
i) 
j) 
k) 
1) 
m) 
n) 

Punctual 
Neat personal appearance 
Decisive, not dilatory 
Sense of humor 
Aura of dignity 
Temperate with drink, sober 
Open-minded, able to listen 

to both sides patiently 
Common sense 
Courteous to la\vyers 
Courteous to witnesses 
Hardworking 
Professional integrity 
Understands people 
Able to keep control of case 

being tried Ii 
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0) Not susceptible to influence 
p) Competence, knowledge of the law 

Nine of the 16 attributes do not involve commission-complaint 

areas. These include, neat personal appearance, decisiveness, sense 

of humor, aura of dignity, common sense, hardworking, und~rstanding 

people, ability to control cases, and competence. The other seven 

involve areas which could arise as complaints and which should be 

affected by the commission. These are punctuality, temperance, 

open-mindedness, courtesy to lawyers and witnesses, integrity, and 

insusceptibility to influence. The data generally support this 

dichotomy. Generally less than 13% of the commissioners responded 

that the commission affected the judges in the first category of 

attributes. In the other category of attributes, 10% to 37.5% of 

the commissioners responded that the commission was "very effective" 

~n establishing or reinforcing the.,guidelines of being courteous to 

lawyers and witnesses, personal integrity and insusceptibility to 

influence. By way of caveat, since many of these commissions are 

new, the percentages may reflect that many of these situations have 

not yet arisen in the complaint process. 
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Tahle 5 

COHMISSIONERS' VIEW ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
THE COMMISSION IN ESTABLISHING THESE ATTRIBUTES 

Noncomplaint-area 
AttriButes 

Attribute 

b) neat appearance 

c) decisive 

d) sense of humor 

e) dignity 

h) common sense 

k) hardworking 

m) understands 
people 

n) controls case 

Commission 
very 

effective 
% 

4 (3.7) 

11 (10.2) 

3 (2.8) 

8 (7.1) 

8 (7.4) 

14 (12.8) 

5 (4.7) 

8 (7.6) 

p) knowledge of law 11 (10.1) 

a) 

f) 

g) 

i) 

j) 

1) 

0) 

4. Handling Complaints (Hypotheticals) 

Attribute 

punctual 

temperate with 
drink 

open-minded, 
listen to both 
sides 

courteous to 
lawyers 

courteous to 
witnesses 

professional 
integrity 

not susceptible 
to influence 
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Commission 
very 

effective 
% 

11 (10.0) 

23 (21. 3) 

15 (13.7) 

18 (16.2) 

19 (17.4) 

37 (33.3) 

42 (37.5) 

The basic question remains whether these roles or purposes 

affect the handling of complaints. To attempt to answer this, the 

commissioners were asked to make recommendations based on fourteen 

hypothetical complaints (Question 15). These complaints, largely 

drawn from actual situations, involved both on-bench conduct and 

off-bench conduct. Only one case dealt with a judge's condition 

rather than conduct (a judge becoming drunk at a party), 
j; 
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The following attempts to measure the effect of five roles 

(statements) on the recommendations fo the commissioners. To create 

a summary measure for comparison purposes, the percentage of com-

missioners recommending removal or suspension (the most expreme 

punishuients) were computed for the sum of all complaints. It should 

be noted that this sum is solely for comparison of the effect of 

various roles on recommendations; the complaints are not of the 

same order of seriousness and removal may be an inappropriate 

sanction. 

Table 6 suggests that there is no statistically significant 

relationship between the commissioners recommendation of removal 

and his role concept of the commission as reflected in these five 

statements. ~.fuether the members held one or another statement to 

describe accurately the commission's work, the percentage of those 

commissioners recommending removal or suspension remained constant) 

21.6% to 24.7%. The intensity (accuracy) of a role did not affect 

greatly the members' (its holders') recommendation of removal, i.e., 

21.6% for those who delineated reinforcing guideline as a very 

accurate description compared. with 22.8% removals for al~ 

recommendations. The degree to which the commissioner subscribes 

to these roles does not seem to affect his/her handling or 

deciding of the complaints. 
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N.ill~e5 Judgcli 
more 
accountable Punishes 
to DElopl~ misconduct 

24.7 24.3 22.0 
'j',,!.j l ..,-. __ ....... -'~---.-----',---... -,.--,--,-.------------- .. _------_. 

I 22.8 24.3 25.0 21.3 

Combining all the complaints may appear to sacrifice some 

valuable data, but this is not so. Although not reproduced here, 
2 

x - t:ests on seventy tables, comparing the fourteen complaints 

individually with the five role statements, found the effect of 

'these roles to be minimal upon the outcome. 

Table 7 represents the only case in which role perception 

23.0 

did have a statistically significant effe.ct; the effect is counter-

intuitive. It would be expected that the more important one's role 

position on making judges accountable to the administration of 

justice, the more likely that member would recommend stiffer sanction 

for the failure of a judge to recuse himself in a case in which 

he has an interest. Yet. over one-half of the respondents who found 

this role unimportant would have suspended or removed the judge while 

only one-third who found this role more important expoused the stiffer 

sanctions. The question of recusal does involve areas of judicial 

discretion and this could be complicating the recommendations, 

raising questioning of auton?my and independence. 
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Table 7 

EFFECT OF COMMISSION'ROLE, "MAKING JUDGE 
ACCOUNTABLE TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE," 

UPON THE RECOMMENDATIONS ON 
QUESTION 15 (j), "JUDGE'S REFUSAL TO RECUSE HIMSELF'! 

Accuracy of role 
description, making 
judge accountable 
to administration Dismiss or Censure or Suspension 

66 

N 
of justice Cannot say Reprimand or Removal (100%) 

Does not apply 2 (18.2) 3 (27.3) 6 (54.5) 11 

Somewhat accurate 3 (12.5) 7 (29.2) 14 (58.3) 24 

Fairly accurate 10 (20.4) 22 (44.9) 17 (34.7) 49 

Very accurate 2 ( 4.7) 27 (62.8) 14 (32.6) 43 

Total 17 (13.4) 59 (46.5) 51 (40.2) 127 

x2 = 12.89, 6 degrees of freedom. Significance <: .05 

a. Effect of the Type of Complaint on Processing. One 

would expect the type of complaint to affect its processing. To 

test this, the fourteen complaints have been divided into on- and 

off-bench conduct. The on-bench conduct has been further divided 

between complaints dealing with a specific case and those not 

dealing with a case. The off-bench complaints include such cases 

as: (1) a judge while stopped for erratic driving was found to have 

a concealed revo~ver; (2) a judge who fenced in his yard two feet 

beyond his neighbClr's property line; (3) a series of complaints 

involving a judge \I/'ho runs for Congress without first resigning 

his judgeship. The on-bench conduct, not involving cases directly, 

include: (1) writing letters of reference for a convict to get 
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another judge to reduce the sentence; (2) allowing a TV station to 

film and air an interview with the judge about a pending trial; and 

(3) refusing to discipline a.bailiff arrested in a gambling raid. 

Finally, the following hypotheticals include the on-bench cases, 

involving cases directly: (1) failing to instruct the jury properly; 

(2) backdating a docket to appear that a motion was timely made; 

(3) not reporting an attempt to get him to fix a ticket; (4) criti

cizing and humiliating counsel in the courtroom; and (5) refusing 

to recuse himself in cases involving a company in which he has 

invested. 

The following table shows the recommendations of bench, bar and 

lay members for the total complaints. The overriding fact is that 

there is not that much difference among che three groups. Again, 

socialization, and shared learned values, may account for this 

similarity. 

Tnble 8 

COMPOSITE STATISTICS OF RECOM}!ENDATIONS 
FOR FOURTEEN HYPOTHETICAL COHPLAINTS 

... _---" .. DisciEline 

Dismiss 
Not but dis- Repri- $~~B-~.E!!. bismlssal Sure approve tlUlnu Censure Eension Removal ~ Judge 124 58 39 141 ll5 (20.6) 9.7) (5.5) 

54 70 601 (23.4) (19.1) (9.0) (11. 6) (99.9) 
Lawyer 113 80 36 79 114 (:!(U) (14.4) (6.5) (14.2) 

57 76 555 (20.5) (10.3) (13.7) (100.0) 
Lay 75 54 24 90 67 (Hl.2) (13.1) 36 66 412 (5.8) (21. 8) (16.2) ( 8.7) (16.0) (99.8) 

. -
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The trends that do appear are instructive. Over the range of 

sanctions, the bench members tend to be slightly more lenient than 

the lawyers who, in turn, are slightly more lenient than the lay 

members. Looking at the table below, the one case involving judi-

cial condition (disability) also demonstrates that there is 

little difference among the three groups. 

Table 9 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMISSIONERS FOR HYPOTHETICAL COMPL~INT 
AGAINST JUDGE INTOXICATED AT A PARTY 

Recommendation 

Dismiss 
Not but dis- Repri- Sus-Members Dismissal ~ approve ~ Censure pension Removal ~ 

Judge 11 4 6 19 4 a a 44 
(25.0) (9.1) (13.6) (43.2) (9.1) 

Lawyer 6 5 11 13 5 0 0 40 
(1 S. 0) (12.5) (27.5) (32.5) (12.5) 

Lay 
member 6 4 4 13 1 1 1 30 

(20.0) (13.3) (13.3) (43.3) (3.3) (3.3) (3.3) 

23 13 21 45 10 1 1 114 
(20.2) (11.4) (18.4) ()9.4) (9.0) (.9) (.9) 

The following two tables present the members' recommendations 

for off-bench and on-bench conduct cases. The two tables should 

not be compared directly because the egregiousness of the cases in 

the two are not comparable. They are useful for comparing the re-

sponses of the types of members to these t,-lO types of cases. 
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Table 10 

RECOtlNENDATIONS OF COMMISSIONERS FOR OFF-BENCH COND~CT COMPLAINTS 

Recommendation 

Dismiss 
Not but dis- Rapri- Sus-

Dismi ssal ~ approve ~ Cens~ J'{!nsion j{emova1 TO~.~l 

M) 28 8 22 28 30 55 211 
(19.0) (13.3) (3.8) (10.4) (13.3) (14.2) (26.7) (99.7) 

35 31 6 14 36 16 57 195 
(17.9) (15.9) (3.1) (7.2) (18.5) (8.2) (29.2) (100.0) ~ j 

25 23 6 25 11 14 42 146 
(17.J) (15.8) (4.1 ) (17.1) (7.5) (9.6) (28.7) (99.9) 

Table 11 

RECO~!}fE~DATIO:;S OF' COMNTRSIONERS FOR ON-BENCH CmmllCT Cm!PL\INTS 

-~ ... - ------.~ 
Recpmmendation 

Disml,ss 
~ot but d1.s- Repri- 51.13-

Q'i~iSt;ul !:!'y_r~ E..P.pro,!!!, ~ £ensu~ ~r::ns!on ,~~mo\'a1 :rotal 

~~ • ,I 26 25 100 8:1 24 15 345 
(21.1) (7.5) (7.2) (28.9) (24.0) (7.0) (4.4) (100.1) 

72 44 19 52 73 41 19 320 
(22.5) (l3.1J) (5.9) (16.:!) (22.8) (12.8) (5.9) (99.9) 

44 27 14 .52 5S 21 2 'j 2 Jfl 
(lti.7) (11.4) (6.0) (22.0) (23.3) (8.9) (9.7) (l00.0) 
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Since the seriousness of complaints vary, these tables cannot U I 1 

I be compared directly. The off-bench conduct questions dealing I 

with the refusal of a judge to resign before running for Congress p I I J 
1 

, 
'\ 

resulted in the most recommendations of removal. Nevertheless, ! n I ~ Table 12 the tables suggest that on-bench conduct may not be ptnlished as ! f ' 

, I 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF co~mISSIONERS FOR harshly off-bench conduct. Off-bench conduct often is more [1 1 as I ~ J ' . ON-BENCH (SPECIFIC CASE) COMPLAINTS 

l' J 

obvious to the public and elicits a greater outcry. On the other 1 , 

D I 
Recommendation 

hand, on-bench complaints frequently raise questions of judicial rn Dismiss 
I Not but dis- Repri- S.lS-

independence causing the commission to proceed cautiously. 
1 

Members Dismissal ~ aEErove ~ Censure pension Removal .lEE.!. r ~ IT ~ l .' Judge 52 14 12 65 47 18 10 217 
The differences in'response among commissioners, however, are 1: I j (23.9) (6.5) (5.5) (29.9) (21. 6) (8.3) (4.6) (100.3) 

Lawyer 50 21 9 32 43 31 only marginal and revolve about the lawyer members. The lay members p I 
W 

15 201 (24.9) (10.4) (4.5) (15.9) (21.4) (15.4) (7.4) (99.9) if I I . 
. t f I 

tend to dismiss the least complaints and recommend removal the most. I Lay 33 19 7 31 23 19 14 146 

fi I 
(22.6) (13.0) (4.8) (21. 2) (15.8) (13.0) (9.6) (100.0) 

h 

IT The bench members tend to dismiss more complaints and recommend II I 
removal less. The lawyers occupy the middle area; however, for n I 

IT I 
r Table 13 these off-bench conduct complaints, the lawyers recommended more 

\' 
~ 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMISSIONERS FOR ON-BENCH 
removal than the other groups. With on-bench complaints, the 1 ~ (NOT INVOLVING CASES) COMPLAINTS 

1 ' I i 1. I ...... 
lawyers dismissed more complaints than the other However, 1 groups. 

I 
Recommendation 

fir 1'"'1', 

these deviations are slight statistically and qualitatively, and i~ l:'i Dismiss 
i,i Not but dia- Repri--' Sus-

~e.I!!. ~sal ~ aEErove ~ Censure .E.~ Removal ~ the basic patterns remain the same. 
[ ! 

f11 I JuJge 21 12 13 35 36 6 5 128 

Finally, comparing on-bench complaints involving specific I UJ (16.4) (9.4) (10.2) (27.3) (28.1) (4.7) (3.9) (100.0) 

1 Lawyer 22 23 10 20 30 10 4 119 
cases with those not involving the patterns do not change. [ I f"'I (lB.')) (19.3) (8.4) (16.8) (25.2) (8.4) (3.4) (100.0) r cases, 11 ~ 1 

I It" [..IY 11 8 7 21 :32 1 
.... ~ 2 9 90 

The type of complaint does not seem to affect the recommendations. ([2. ~) (8.9) (7.8) (23.3) (35.6) (2.2) (10.0) (100.0) 

[ I 
r"I ,. Ilr In all kinds of complaints, the judges tend to be less strict . ~. d 
:...",; 

than the Imolyers who are less strict than the lay members, al-
Ii 

[ ! ' ("1 ! i J \ l' I though the differences are only within a narrow range. Wi 
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6. Effect on Composition on Processing Complaints. Another 

factor which may affect the processing of complaints is the compo-

sition of the comm4 ss;ons. Small group analysis d b i 1 ... ... ,use y soc a 

psychology and political science, suggests that the on-going, face-

to-face interaction among members of a small group (a commission) 

will affect the views and votes of individual members. The commis-

sions have been grouped into judge-dominated (at least two more 

members than the next largest group) and other-dominated categories. 

This section deals with the affect of composition on the recom-

tnendations of the members for the hypotheticals (Question 15). 

The evidence points to a marginal effect of composition on these 

recommendations. 

One hypothetical in which the relationship between voting and 

compostion ~vas statistically signifcant involved a judge who 

failed to instruct the jury properly (15(d).) In that case, lay 

members in the other-dominated commissions constituted the only group 

in which a substantial bloc would have punished the activity--an 

activity which borders on judicial discretion. 
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Table 14 

EFFECT OF COMMISSION COMPOSITION ON VOTING ON CASE 
INVOLVING JUDGE WHO INSTRUCTED JURY IMPROPERLY 

(Question 15 (d) ) 

Member and 
Composition 
of COImnission 

Judge in 

Dismiss 
Complaint 
or Cannot Say 

judge-dominated 17 (94.4) 

Judge in 
other-dominated 25 (96.2) 

Lawyer in 
judge-dominated 6 (85.7) 

Lawyer in 
other-dominated 31 (93.9) 

Lay in 
judge-dominated 3 (75.0) 

Lay in 
other-dominated 16 (61.5) 

Censure or 
Reprimand 

1 (5.6) 

1 (3.1) 

1 (14.3) 

2 (6.1) 

1 (25.0) 

8 (30.8) 

Removal or 
Suspension 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 (7.7) 

73 

N 
(100%) 

18 

26 

7 

33 

4 

26 

Total 98 (86.0) 14 (12.3) 2 (1. 8) N= 114 
2 

x = 20.33; degrees of freedom, 10; <.03 

The small numbers are only suggestive. 

A hypothesis that the judge members on a judge-dominated 

commission are laxer on judges than are judge members on another 

commission has some support in these cases; however, some of the 

data suggest the contrary. In nine of the hypotheticals, the 

composition of the commission had no apparent effect on judges' 

votes. But in the other five, judges in judge-dominated commis-

~ions tended to be more la:< in two and stricter in three than 

their colJeagues in other-dominated commission. (See Tanie 15.) 

• ! 
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The cases in which judges in judge-dominated commissions are less 

strict reveal that the difference is slight. 

Table 15 

CASES III w'HICH JUDGES TN JUDGE~DOMINATED COMMISSIONS DECIDED 
HYPOTHETlCALS DIFFERENTLY THAN JUDGES IN OTIlER-DOHINATED COMMISSIONS 

Case 

(11) Less Strict 

1) (b) Letters of 
reference for il 

convict to reduce 
h1s sentence 1n 
another cour t 

15 (e) Bal'kda ccd 
docket entry to 
appear timely 
made 

(b) Stricter 

Member 

Judge in 
judge-dominated 

Judge in 
other-dominated 

Judge jn 

Judge-dominated 

Judge 1n 
other-dominated 

15(0) Erratic Judge in 
driving, and con- judge-dominated 
cealed unregister-
ed revolver Judge in 

other-dominated 

15 (f) Intoxicated Judge in 
at country club ju~ge-dominated 
dam:e 

Judge in 

Dismiss or Censure or 
Cannot Say ~rimand 

5 (29.4) q (52.9) 

4 (16.0) 16 (64.0) 

2 (11.1) 11 (61.1) 

2 (7.7) 13 (50.0) 

5 (27.8) 9 (50.0) 

9 (37.5) 14 (58.3) 

6 (33.3) 12 (66.7) 

other-dominated 15 (57.7) 11 (42.3) 

15 (h) Refused to Judge in 
discipline bai.liff judge-dominated 9 (50.0) 
arres ted in 

9 (50.0) 

gambling raid Judge in 
other-dominated 20 (80.0) 5 (20.0) 

Removal or 
Suspension 

3 (17.6) 

5 (20.0) 

5 (27. B) 

11 (42.3) 

4 (22.2) 

1 ( 4.2) 
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These findings suggest that judges on judge-dominated commis-

sions dispense lesser sanctions than would other judge members in 

cases involving perforTlk'lnce of judicial functions. Respondent 

judges often envoke the defense of judicial independence to which 

judges, especially in a judge-dominated commission may be more re-

ceptive than judges on a lay- or lawyer- dominated commission. On 

the other hand, judges in judge-dominated commissions may issue 

stronger sanctions against judges who act in a manner that is 

illegal or immoral, especially if the act occurred off the bench. 

Such actions may be seen to threaten the dignity and position of 

the entire judiciary. 

The conclusion to this section must be that the data are sketchy. 

Dominance by the largest group may be present, but is marginal. Jud~es, 

lawyers, and lay members form blue-ribbon panels. The lawyers 

have been members of their bars for years. The lay members 

generally are well-established in their professions. These back-

grounds develop independent thinking. The cordial give and take 

on the commission results only in compromise, ;not in renunciation, 

of strongly-held viewpoints. Apparently, members do consider the 

positions of others, but decide independently whether the inves-

tigation and hearing have disclosed "willful misconduct in office" 

or a breach of other statutorally-mandated standards. In the last 

analysis, the exact membership breakdown of judges, lawyers, and 

lay persons may affect the outcomes, but only marginally. 

C. Limitations 

a. Checks and Balances. Aside from internal forces such as 
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the organization of the commission and perceptions of individual 

commission members, the commissions confront external forces which 

affect their processing of complaints. The confrontation creates 

a system of checks and balances which oversees much of the commis-

sion's work and helps to protect the system from both disuse and 

misuse of its powers. Besides the vigilant oversight of the media 

and the judiciary, the commission is the concern of other organ-

izations, including the bar, the legislature and the executive. 

The Executive. Although the commission is not one of the 

most important issues for the governor, the executive is important 

to the commission. In many lstates, governors initiate legislation 

concerning the commission, including funding. Governors' support 

or opposition to funding the commission or to amending its pro-

cedure can be crucial to the smooth operation of a commission. 

The most direct impact of the governor is his function of 

appointing members to the commission, usually the lay members. 

In a handful of states, the senate must consent to these appoint-

ments. In six other states--Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, 

Haryland and Minnesota--the governor apPo,ints over half of the 

commissioners. 79 Of course, since the commission operates in 

secrecy and the commissioners cannot be fired, the influence of 

the governor is indirec t. 

The Legislature. 1be most obvious link between the commis-

sion and the legislature is funding. A hostile legislature could 

render 1:1 commission inoperative. In Hassachusetts, for example, 

until the legislature established the commission in 1973, the 

court-created Committee on Judicial Responsibility was funded by 
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the Supreme Judicial Court. When the LEAA grant expired in the 

summer of 1979, the North Carolina commission likewise became 

dependent on the legislature for funding. There is, however, no 

evidence this leverage is used to influence decisions. 30 

The Bar. The bar, like the other appointing agencies, does 

not have the power to fire members. The constitutional ame,ndments 

establishing the commissions do not provide for removal of the mem-

'bers, except when they no longer qualify for their position--i.e., 

a la'yYer member is elected judge. Lawyers serve, except for 

Hawaii, on all commissions, and are appointed in most states by 

the bar associations. But without power to fire their appointees, 

these agencies cannot apply direct pressure. The commissioners 

take their indeP7ndence and obligations seriously, especially the 

rules of confidentiality. 

An interesting example of the potential intrusion of professional 

sentiments on the independence of commissioners has been noted in 

a recent North Carolina situation. The North Carolina commissioners 

have zealously guarded their autonomy. A lawyer member, Emerson 

Sanders, also served on the Executive Bar Council. In 1973, the 

Council asked him to report on commission activities. Bound 

by the constitutional requirement of confidentiality, he gave the 

Council the commission's P.O. Box and told them to contact it 

directly. He confessed that several times he would have liked to 

inform the Council of a certain action which, had the Council 

known about it, would have influenced the decision. Sometimes he 

fought proposals before the Council but could not tell the Council 

I: 
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his reason. Enough members usually "caught the hint" and joined 

him, defeating the propositions. 8l 

The bar community affects the commissions more directly as 

complainants. Individual lawyers as well as the bar itself may 

bring complaints against judges. According to executive secretaries 

in several states, these are generally less frivolous than average and 

are more likely to obtain some form o-f'sanction. Nat" "d 1 ~onw~ e, awyers 

~rought 10.4% of the complaints in 1978, compared to 3.8% for judges and 

82 
other court-room personnel. 

ii. Judicial Independence. Judges cherish the independence 

and discretion of the judiciary, and are vigilant and suspi.cious 

of any organization that might infringe on those principles. 

Inevitably, there is a grey are~ between discretionary use and 

abuse of power. By either statute or interpretation, the commission 

only reviews abuses--misconduct or disability--but judges are 

anxious that the commission~ concentrate only on cases of abuse and 

do not exceed its authority. A Massachusetts trial judge said: 

At present in most states, there are Administrative Judges 
Mlose offices effectively handle matters of administration 
and deciSion-making dysfunctions of the system. A conduct 
commission should focus on willful misconduct, persistent 
failure to perform duties, habitual intemperance and 
behavior off the bench which brings the office into 
disrepute. 83 

Another Hassachusetts trial judge put the problem this way: 

The problems with any commission sitting in judgment on 
judges are extremely vexing. 

A thorough understanding and appreciation of the function 
and work of judges is essential. Judges deal in making 
decisions involving the freedom of individuals, the 
property and family rights of people and every situation 
is loaded with emotional and personal feeling. Judges 
will always be the villain. 
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That is ~Yhy it is so very important that the crank com
plaints and the chronic litigant cannot be able to use 
a commission to further harrass and immobolize the 
judicial process. 84 

79 

Cases That May Affect Judicial Independence. The diSCiplinary 

equation juxtaposes judicial abuse and judicial independence. How 

much of a risk to the independence of a judge is permissible in 

the process? Several cases processed by various state judicial 

disciplinary commissions illustrate this risk to the independence 

of a judge. 

In 1974, the Illinois Courts Commission censured Judge Kaye 

for not cooperating w!th the chief judge's administrative orders. 8S 

The Indiana Commission suspended Judge Terry for publicly harrassing 

prosecutors and for his deteriorating relations with bench and bar.
86 

In Fisher v. ThoWitson, the Delaware Co~rt on tQ<V Judiciary suspended 

a justice of the peace. The "failure of the justice of the peace 

to comply with orders • . • w.as (a) Willful violation of a 

directive given by and under the authority of the Chief Justice as 

administrative head and is thus a biasis for removal. ,,87 The Florida 

court reprimanded Judge Kelly in 1970. His rules as presiding 

officer created chaos in the circuit and the judges voted him out 

of that office. He then publicly cirticized the judiciary and was 

. d d 88 
repr~man e • 

All of these cases evince judicial misconduct which appear to 

outweigh the suggestion that the courts were using the disci-

plinary system to control a maverick or independent judge. But 
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a more in-depth study might be undertak~n to find whether commissions 

have been used periodically against politically unpopular judges. 

One of the hypothetical complaints was designed to raise a 

f . d· i 1 i de cience The complaint concerned a question 0 JU ~c a n pen • 

judge who failed to instruct the jury properly in a case; thus it 

involved an area within the discretion of the judge. A proper re-

. sponse, which preserved independence, would be dismissal (or 

dismissal with disapproval or not sure). For a commission_to take 

any action other t~an dismissal would constitute infringement of 

judicial independence. Dismissal was, indeed, the response of 98 

of 114 (86%) of the commissioners. Lay members seem a little less 

willing to dismiss such a case possibly because of a lesser com

mitment to judicial independence. If the commission would inter-

vene in cases such as this, the judge would be making his 

ruling not on the law but on what was popular or at least not 

controversial. 

This discussion suggests that judicial independence is a con-

cern of judges and commissioners alike, and this limitation does 

affect the processing of complaints. 

Judge 

Table 16 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF COMMISSIONS CONCERNING A JUDGE 
WHO FAILED TO INSTRUCT JURY PROPERLY 

Not 
Dismissal ~ 

39 1 
(88.6) (2.1) 

37 1 
(<)0.2) (2.4) 

10 6 

Recommendation 

Dismiss 
but dis- Repri-
!!.pprove mand Censure 

2 2 0 
(4.5) (4.5) 

021 
(4.9) (2.4) 

2 2 

Sus
.I?.~1sio..!! 

o 

o 

o 44 

o 41 

1 29 La)' 
memb",r 0',.5) (20. i) (6.9) (2 / •. 1) (6.9) 

1 
(3.4) 0.1, ) 

Tot;)!. 86 8 4 11 3 
(75.4) (7.0) (3.5) (9.6) (2.7) 

1 
(.9) 

1 114 
(.9) (100%) 
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The Views of the Judges 

In the questionnaire, judges in three states were asked about 

their views on the effectiveness of the commissions. The first two 

parts of the administrative .:lnd decision-making ftmctions posed in 

this question deal with the judge's discretion in areas which are 

and should be beyond the commission1s jurisdiction. The judges are 

<lsked how the commission has affected their behavior, 1 being 

"very negative effect," 2 "negativ~ effect," 3 "no effect,1I 4 "positive 

effect," and 5 "very positive effect." Responses of 3, "no effect," 

should represent an affirmation that the commission has not inter-

fered with the judge's discretion. The third part of the question 

deals with judicial conduct, an area within the commission's 

jurisdiction. Here, responses of 4 or 5, "positive" or "very positive 

effect,1I represent confirmation that the commissions fulfill their 

role of overseeing the conduct of the judiciary. Most judges 

responded that the commission had not affected th~ir exercise of 

discretion (parts 1 and 2). Almost one half of the judges found 

that the commission had had a positive effect on the conduct of 

the judiciary (part 3). 

The familiarity of judges with the commission does not seem 

to affect their views of the commission's effectiveness. The null 

hypothesis that familiarity does not affect the responses cannot be 

rejected. In fact, given expected frequencies, the alignment in : I 

every table of familiarity to response could have occurred by 

chance at least One out of three times. To reiterate, except fo-
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the block of New York judges (possibly judges who have been in-

vestigated), the states of judges and familiarity with the com-. 

mission do not affect views of their effect on individual 

independence. This eighty-five to ninety-five approval or 

neutral rating is remarkable. It appears, thus, that judges may 

be accepting the reality of the commission. 
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A North Carolina judge expressed the position of advocates of judicial 

conduct commissions: 

I believe the impeachment mechanism in our present system 
is totally unworkable. A standards commission is t§g 
only possible alternative for discipline of judges. 

Another North Carolina judge responded: "It is my opinion 

that the Judicial Standards Commission in North Carolina has been 

90 
useful, fair, and good for the people of the State." And a New 

York judge summed up: "There is a need for a watchdog of some 

f 
,,91 

orm • 

c. Fair Process as a Limitation 

Confidentiality. Many judges are uneasy about the commission 

system. The judicial concern centered about alleged leaks from the 

commission and about media coveragp of misconduct cases. A trial 

judge echoed this sentiment: 

I fear tha~ such commissions may unfairly deal with the 
judiciary in that press 'leaks' and comments cannot be 
fairly or accur.ately explained away even when such 9? 
leaked information or comments are without foundation. ~ 

The so-called leaks often only involve complainants sending 

copies of the complaints to the local newspapers. And, indeed, 

according to judges' views, the media shared the villain's role. 

Three judges stated: 

I have had three complaints against me. Each one was 
dismissed. Each was totally baseless. This creates 
a lot of work for all with l~5tle results; except that 
newspapers and T.V. love it. 

Hhile I have no personal complaint against the media, 
1 am privy to instances where unfounded charges have 
been made, reported as fact by the media and then found 
to be unsubstantiated. The result has been irreparable 
injurv to the reputation and career of the person com-

. 9" plained of. '+ 
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Fear about the influence of the press on the reputation of 

the judge seems to find further expression in the opposition of 

a substantial segment of judges to open hearings. Likewise, a 

substantial segment of the eommissioners oppose open hearings. 

Table 18 

VIEtvS OF JUDGES AND COMMISSIONERS 
ON OPEN COMMISSION HEARINGS 

84 

Nember 
Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree 

Strongly 
Agree Total 

Judges 

Commissioners 

70 (33.2) 

30 (21. 7) 

44 (20.9) 63 (29.9) 

33 (23.9) 31 (22.5) 

34 (16.1) 

44 (31. 9) 

211 

138 

The statutes and constitutional amendments establishing com-

missions pr.ovide whether and to what extent a proceeding will be 

open or confidential. One purpose of confidentiality is to pro-

tect the innocent judge from unjustified publicity. A second~ 
~ 

equally important purpose, is to allow a complainant to corne for-

ward without fear of reprisal by the judge. On the other hand, 

some j udges ~vould prefer to defend themselves in public. Thus, 

the dis sensus on open hearings and the degree of confidentiality 

is not surprising. Equally unsurprising is the strong support 

for open hearings by commission members who may feel that con-

fidentiality limits their ability to have a greater impact on 

judicial conduct. 

Mixed Membership. The inclusion of lay members produces 
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more r~presentative commissions and introduces one more aspect of 

judicial accountability to the public. Concomitantly, it intro-

duces another potential danger to judicial independence. Mixed 

memebership is an attempt to effect a balance among the groups 

interested in proper adminietration of justice--the bench, the 

bar, and the public. Many judges initially fear.ed that 

commissions might become star chambers, denying due process, and 

allowing public clamor to invade the judicial sanctum. PubliC! 

members were part of this invasion. A trail judge from North 

Carolina echoed this view: 

North Carolina's censure and removal procedures are com
pletely void of due process. I endorse the concept of 
judicial discipline, bu.t. I don't want to face a kangaroo 
court. If my time comes, I'll want a. jury to decide whether 
I am to be deprived of my dignity or my livelihood.95 

Another judge expressed the lingering dislike of nonlegal 

persons on the commissions: "It is my strong'belief that members 

of the Judicial Conduct Commission should be judges and lawyers. 

96 Lay members can't really appreciate or understand our problems." 

Nevertheless, the, commission experience with lay members seems to 

have weakened the intensity of this opposition. 

In three states studied, sixty-five percent of the responding 

judges agreed with the statement that for the adjudicating stage, 

the commission should have lay members. (Table 19). In Table 22, 

it appears that slightly more judges are in favor of lay members 

at the investigatory stage than at: the adjudicatory stage. One 

explanation may be that those judges realize the need for some lay 

participation, but believe that adjudication should be handled by 

the professionals, the peers. 
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Table 19 

JUDICIAL VIEWS OF LAY ME}ffiERS PARTICIPATING 
ON COMMISSION, ADJUTIICATORY STAGE 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree 

Judges 37 39 73 

Percentage 17.3 18.2 34.1 

N = 214 

Strongly 
Agree 

65 

30.4 

As shown in Table 20, both commission and non-commission 

judges agree that judges should participate at the two stages of 

the proceedings. But commission judges more strongly agreed with 

having judges on commissions, especially at the adjudicatory stage, 

than non-commission judges were. The adjudicatory stage is the 

formal hearing which resembles a trial, the natural setting for 

the judge member. One would expect some judicial oppostion, 

on the other hand, to non-judge, especially lay members, at this 

stage. 

Table 20 

JUDICIAL VIEWS ON \mETHER JUDGES SHOULD SERVE ON COM}!ISSIONS 

(A) Judges on the Commiss'lon, investigatory stage 

Strongly Strongly 1'1 

Disagree Disagree Agree Agree .. 0:90%) 
% % % % 

Non-commission 5 (2.4) 8 ( 3.7) 7t! (34.7) 126 (59.2) 213 
judges 

Commission 3 (6.8) 7 (15.9) 4 (9.1) 30 (68.2) 44 
judges 

Total 8 15 78 156 257 
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(B) Judges on the Commission, adjudicatory stage 

Non-commission 
judges 

Commission 
judges 

Total 

Strongly 
Disagree 

% 
1 (0.5) 

0 (0.0) 

1 

Disagree 

% 
1 (0.5) 

1 (2.2) 

2 

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

% % 
71 (32.8) 143 (66.2) 

5 (10.8) 40 (87.0) 

76 183 

87 

N 
(100%) 

216 

46 

262 

On the other hand, commission judges are somewhat more amenable 

to having lawyers and lay people on the commission at both stages, 

as the following tables demonstrate; than were non-commission 

judges. 
Table 21 

VIEWS ON WHETHER LAWYERS SHOULD SERVE ON COMHISSIONS 

(A) Lawyers on the Commission, investigatory stage 

Non-commission 
judges. 

Commission 
judges 

Total 
commissioners 

Strongly 
Disagree 

5 (2.4) 

1 (2.2) 

1 (0.7) 

Disagree 

24 (11. 3) 

1 (2.2) 

3 (2.2) 

Agree 

87 (40.8) 

7 (15.6) 

32 (23.5) 

Strongly 
Agree 

97 (45.5) 

36 (80.0) 

100 (73.5) 

(B) Lawyers on the Commission, adjudicatory stage 

Non-commission 
judges 

Commission 
judges 

Total 
commissioners 

Strongly 
Disagree 

6 (2.8) 

2 (4.3) 

2 (1. 5) 

Disagree 

20 (9.4) 

3 (6.5) 

3 (2.2) 

Strongly 
Agree 

86 (40.3) 101 (47.4) 

4 (8.7) 37 (80.4) 

27 (19.7) 105 (76.6) 

N 
(100%) 

213 

45 

136 

N 
(100%) 

213 

46 

137 
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Table 22 

VIEWS ON WHETHER LAY MEl1BERS SHOULD SERVE ON CONNISSIONS 

(A) Lay persons on the Commission, investigatory stages 

Strongly Strongly N 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree (100%) 

Non-commission % % % % 
judges 29 (l3.5) 40 (18.6) 80 (37.2) 66 (30.7) 215 

Commission 
judges 1 (2.3) 5 (11. 4) 11 (25.0) 27 (61. 4) 44 

Total 
Commissioners 3 (2.2) 12 (9.0) 35 (26.1) 84 (62.7) 134 

(B) Lay persons on the Commission, adjudicatory stage 

Strongly Strongly N 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree (100%) 

Non-connnission 
judges 37 (17.3) 40 (18.6) 73 (34.0) 65 (30.2) 215 

Commission 
judges 3 (6.7) 3 (6.7) 6 (13.3) 33 (73.3) 45 

Total 
Commissioners 3 (2.2) 6 (4.4) 29 (21.5) 97 (71. 9) 135 

The divergence is greatest between the views of the two sets 

of judges regarding lay members on the commission. Only 1 in 8 

(6 of 45) commission judges opposed such membership, while 1 non-

commission judge in 3 (77 of 215) disagreed with lay membership 

on the c01nmission. Interaction with Im"Yers and lay members 

.3ppears to affect these views of judge members. Interviews with 

u 
u 

n 
[

11 I 
j 

u 

[] 

severa], commission judges reinforce this impression. [ 

~ 

ni 1: 
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In conclusion, it seems that the judges and commissioners 

are growing more comfortable with these parameters or limitations 

on the commission process such as confidentiality, statutory 

procedures, and mixed membership. These limitations seem also to 

accomplish their purposes of making the system more responsive 

to the needs of the judiciary and the public. These limitations 

along with the other factors discussed, such as socialization 

and small group effect, establish a system of checks and balances 

\vhich assure a fair hearing for all concerned. 

:1 
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Chapter 4: Outcome Stag~ 

In the end, a system can only be assesed by its work product. 

State courts have developed "n whole new body of law" dealing with 

commissions' cases. "This was expected," although as R. Stanley 

Lowe observed, it was unlikely that this stream of law would ever 

grow large, becaus.e of the "satisfactory level of integrity and fit

ness of a great majority" 'of the judiciary. 
1 

Nonetheless, the 

courts have decided almost two hundred cases since 1964. 2 

Concomitant with the increase in commissions, from 2 in 1965 to 

48 in 1978, the courts have decided most of these cases in the 

late 1970's. Fewer than 20 reported cases of misconduct a year 

reflects ~vell on the thousands of judges, magis trates, and justices 

3 of the peace. Still by looking at who complaints about what, the 

parameters of the 'york of the connnission become apparent. The 

commission handles complaints from litigants, interested citizens, 

lawyers, and judges. Receiving complaints from all sources, the 

commission generally takes on the role of an ombudsman. 

Meanwhile, with the cases that go to courts, the decisions 

offer both procedural and substantive guidance to and protection for 

the judge. The commissions and courts provide judges more due 

process than state and federal constitutions require for such a 

noncriminal setting. Due process is an important check against 

abuse of the system. With mixed membership on the commission and 

the right of appeal to the supreme court, these procedural safe-

guards comprise a system of checks and balances to protect the judge 
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against popular v,him or judicial vendetta, while providing' 

judicial accountability that impeachment cannot. 

1. AGGREGATE DISPOSITION OF COMPLAINTS 

Table 23. Disposition of Complaints' 

Category 

Dismissal--lack of 
jurisdiction or 
Frivolous 
(before invest~gation) 

Dismissal--after 
investigation 

Private adjustment, 
resignation or 
sanction 

a excluding Ne~v York 

Nationwidea 

79.0% 

6.9% 

14.1% 

100.0% 

New York 

65.6% 

23.9% 

10.5% 

100.0% 

In 1977, the commissions disposed of over 99J~ of the com-

plaints ~vithout formal hearings or ;recommendations to the high 

97 

court. Excluding New York state commissions received 2500 com-

plaints, dismissing 79% before and 6.9% more after investigation. 

Almost two percent of the complaints or more than forty terminated 

in resignation. The commission settled another 10. 7i., over tlOO 

complaints, by private adjustments or a promise from a judge to 

4 cease his/her oEfensive practice. Similarly, the New York Com-

mission dismissed 85 to 90% of the complaints, and concluded most 

of the remainder confidentially. Less than one percent resulted 

in a recommendation to the court or in an order to discipline 11 

judge. 
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2. Grounds for Sanctions 

The ABA-approved Standards for Judicial Discipline and Dis

ability recommended grounds for discipline, compiled from those 

employed in the states. These grounds were (1) felony conviction, 

(2) willful misconduct in office, (3) willful misconduct unre

lated to judicial office but bringing the office into disrepute, 

(4) conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice or 

unbecoming a judicial officer--in or out of office, and (5) any 

6 conduct which violates the codes of conduct. 

Because of the now established and tested body of case law, 

the various federal proposals for alternatives to impeachment have 

codified all or part of these grounds in their bills. Now, by 

studyingOthe case law defining these grounds, the judge can know 

what is required. For example, the North Carolina supreme court 

interpreted willful misconduct in of fice to denote "in his, official 

capacity done intentionally, knowingly and generally, in bad fai.th. 

It is more than a mere error of judgment or an act of negligence • . 

In a second case, the court ruled that "willful misconduct in office 

is neither unconstitutionally vague or overly broad." Mimicking 

New York "for cause" cases, they ruled that "consideration should 

be given to the traditions, heritage, and gene~ally recognized 

practices oE the courts and the legal professions, the common and 

statutory law, codes of judicial conduct, and traditional notions 

8 of judicial ethics." 

Some state courts have concluded that an element of bad faith 

is necessary for "misconduct. 1I In New York, Judge Perry did not 
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like his coffee. He ordered the coffee vendor brought before 

him, handcuffed, and--on the record--Perry "excoriated" him. 

Perry's record was otherwise unblemished. The court removed him not 

for this action but because he showed bad faith, and giving false 

9 testimony under oath about this incident. The California court 

ruled in Geiler v. Conunission that "'willful misconduct in office' 

connotes something graver than , conduct prejudicial to the 

administration of justive' and should be reserved for 'bad faith' 

in one's capacity as a judge."lO "Bad faith," "willfulness" or 

"persistent" ,conduct are necessary to discipline for misconduct in 

office. Most states provide for lesser acts which do not meet 

these criteria . 

3. The Reported Cases 

Since, 1964, the case reporters have recorded 186 judicial 

disciplinary cases. This does not include an undetermined 

number of cases from states such as Illinois, Delaware, and New 

Mexico, which do not report or publish all of their cases in the 

reporters. These gaps in the data have been filled where possible. 

Also unrecorded are hundreds of judicial resignations occurring 

11 
before the case reaches the courts. Although sixteen were re-

ported in \ .. hich the judge was absolved or the case mooted by 

reSignation, Table 25 understates the rate of dismissals because 

some state courts only publish the sanctions, maintaining con-

fidentiality for dismissals. 

'i ______________ ~ ________ ~~ __ ~ ____________ ~~~ 

!' !, 
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Table 24 

Reported Cases by Kinds of Misconduct 

Nature of Activity 
'Number 
of Cases 

In court conduct 
117 cases 

56.6% 

Conflicts of 
interest or 
appearance thereof 

36 cases 
17.3% 

Incapacity 
6 cases, 2.9% 

Nonjudicial 
activities 
34 cases, 16.5% 

Hiscellaneous 
14 cases, 6.8% 

Lack of decorum/rudeness 

Abuse of power/corruption 

Failure to perform or improper 
actions 

Exparte hearing 

Ticket-fixing 

Direct conflict of interest 

Practicing law 

Political activities 

Alcohol 

SenUi ty / age 

Criminal cases 

Private activity 

Miscellaneous 

25 

20 

16 

21 

12 

10 

14 

3 

3 

22 

12 

14 

Table 24 depicts a compilation of cases from the Decennial 

Digest report of cases, Resource ~fateria1s, and other fragmentary 

sources. Of course> many of ti1f~se cases involve mUltiple in-

fractions, so some cases are counted in more than one category. 

TI1ese divisions are necessarily arbitrary and~ especially for 
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"in court conduct," overlapping. The chart is thus only a guide 

- to trends in the kinds of cases the courts deal with. 

The complaints that reach the court involve either a major 

breach of conduct or a ~eries of such infractions. Much earlier 

in the process, the commission will have dismissed or handled the 

minor indiscretions. The courts are reserved for cases, such as 

-._-- Matter of Duncan, where the judge has broken into the home of a 

12 neighbor and threatened the neighbor's children, or Cannon v. 

Commission on Judicial Qualifications, where the commission has 

charged the judge with more than thirty counts, including abusing 

the contempt power, abusing attorneys and police, interfering with 

attorney-client relations, setting bail arbitrarily, sending a 

minister into prison to proselytize, and making sexual innuendoes 

d f . 13 
to a e ense wltness. 

Eighty percent of these case involved either the judge's on-

bench duties- or the effect of off-bench activities on these duties. 

Host of these infractions would have been committed either by 

state or by federal judges.
14 

Offensive on-bench conduct has 

included: 15 16 rudeness, racist or sexist language, corruption 

d f .. 17 b f 18 f 1 19 an avorltlsm, a use 0 power, ai ure to perform duties, 

and misdeeds, such as altering court records. 20 Cases involving 

21 off-bench activities have dealt with criminal conduct, as well 

as business
22 

and social dealings. 23 Violating Canon 2 of the 

Code of Judicial Conduct which requires the avoidance of both 

impropriety or the appearance of impropriety, this conduct has 
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Table 25 

Distribution of Cases by Sanctions in the States 

State Removal Suspension'!' Censure Reprimand Dismissa1** 

N.Y. 11 2 19 a 3 
Ind. 1 2 0 0 1 
Penn. 1 3 a 1 o 
Calif. 3 a 6 a 1 
N.C. 1 0 6 a a 
Alaska 0 a 0 1 1 
La. 1 1 2 a o 
Mich. 3 4 1 1 3 
Ore. 1 a a 2 a 
Kan. a a 4 a o 
Wise. a '2*** a 1 o 
Fla. 1 a 1 3 2 
N.H. 1 1 0 a o 
Md. 2 a 2 a a 
Ohio 1 1 0 0 o 
Okla. 2 0 0 0 1 
Tex. 2 a 1 0 o 
De1a. 0 1 0 0 o 
HI. (71-76) *,~** 3 7 3 4 1 
Ala. 2 0 0 0 1 
Ga. 0 1 0 a o 
S.D. a 0 1 0 o 
N.J. 2 2 4 4 o 
Vt. 0 1 0 a a 
Wyo. 0 a I '0 o 
Ho. 2 2 I 0 1 
Minn. 1 1 0 0 o 
Ky. 0 0 0 0 1 
D.C. 0 0 1 0 a 
Hass. 2 1 1 1 o 
N.D. 0 0 1 0 o 

, Total 43 32 55 18 16 

% 26.2 19.5 33.5 11.0 9.S 

N 164 

* Suspension 
removal powers. 
removal. 

might be employed by a court which does not have 
In other states it is a sanction in addition to 

** Again, this table understates dismissals. 

ir** 
This includes fines, which have the economic effect of a 

suspension without increasing the workload of other judges. 

**** The Illinois data '~re from a cor-respondence. Other 
sources are the Decennial Digest and 1976 Resource Materials. 
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often involved conflicts of'i~terest or the appearance thereof.
24 

These are offenses which may be conrrnitt€ld by any judge, state or 

federal. 

4. Nature of Sanctions 

As has been demonstrated, the cOIDnlissions dismiss or handle 

inte'rnally 99% of all cases. Table 25 subdivides the remainder of 

-""---the reported cases by state and severity of the sanction. The 

numbers in the states are too small to permit detailed analysis. 

This table, again, understates the dismissal rates and overstates 

the sanction rates because some courts do not report dismissals 

in order to protect the judge. Nevertheless, the courts dismissed 

only 10% ,.;rith a reported decision. Ninety percent of the reported 

cases resulted in at least a reprimand. Even the weak sanction of 

a reprimand, commonly given by commissions, is rare from the 

bench (18 cases). The Illinois Courts Commission employed this 

sanction four times. Since the Illinois Judicial Inquiry Board 

only finds sufficient cause for the Courts Commission to convene 

and can make no private adjustments, that system requires less 

serious cases to be settled by the second tier, Courts Commission.
25 

Since 1947, New York, the most active commission state, 

(Connnission, Court on the Judiciary; and the four Appellate Di-

vision Courts), has removed eleven judges out of scores of reported 

incidents (or complaints). New York has a special situation with 

3500 ful1- and part-time judges; California has 1100; and most 

states have many fewer. Only three other states have removed 

more than two judges. Michigan has removed three judges in 

~l 
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twelve reported cases; California has removed three judges in 

ten cases; between 1971 and 1978, Illinois removed three judges 

in eighteen cases.
26 

Overall, the removal rate for the 164 cases 

has been 26.2% (43 removals). Since less than one complaint in 

one hundred last year reached the courts, it can be estimated that 

the ratio of initial complaints to removal is about four hundred 

to one. 

Table 25 has been pieced together from many sources, and can 

only be reliably. used as an indic~tor of the handling of cases by 

state courts. 

Trends 

Table 26 depicts the yearly count of disciplinary cases that 

have been handled by the state courts. Using only the cases in 

the Decennial Digests, this table shows a dramatic increase in 

the past fifteen years. The 300 percent increase since 1964 

apparently reflects more than 2500 percent rise in the juris-

dictions with disciplinary systems from two (New York and Cali-

fornia) to fifty-one (forty-eight states, the District of 

Columbia, Guam and Puerto Rico) than it reflects any increase in 

27 judicial misconduct or systemic notice of it. 
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YeC!E 

1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 

Table 26 

* Cases Reported in Decennial Digest, Judge key #11 

Number of Number of 
Reported Cases ~ Reported 

1 1972 9 0 1973 12 
3 1974 17 
5 1975 23 
6 1976 19 
9 -- 1977 31 
5 1978 30 

10 
TOTAL 185 

* 
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Cases 

This chart includes all cited cases including countersuits 
by judges and so forth. 

5. ~pe11ate Judicial Support for the Commissions 

Intervie~vs in the three case study states suggest that most 

complainants bring their complaints against trial judges. Naturally, 

these judges tend to resent the process more than upper-level 

judges. Accordingly, appellate judges have been more supportive 

of the commission system. 

The connnission' s links to the judiciary, especially to the 

upper levels, are numerous. In most states, the. commission is an 

independent agency within the judicial branch. Its budget must 

go through the supreme court's administrative office. Its rules 

are subject to supreme court approval. The chief justice or 

entire high court appoints the judge members in most states and 

all members in Cl few states. In the absence of legislative action, 

some supreme courts, such as Massachusetts and South Carolina, 

established the commission to investigate and to make 

f. __ ~ __________________________ ~ ____ ~ ____ ~~ __ ~ ________ ~ __ ~. 
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recommendations. In these two states, the chief justices have 

been instrumental in creating and supporting the organization in 

the face of judicial skepticism and fear.
28 

Despite controversies, 

the Massachusetts commission has received little direct pressure 

because the Supreme Judicial Court has "championed" the connnis-' 

. 29 
s~on. Because the supreme court makes the determination on 

judicial discipline and most commissions only recommend action, the 

court defends its own determinations when it supports the commis

sion. Observers often overlook this obvic'.!s fact of connnissj.on 

life. 

There is some indication that the composition of the commis-

sion and the supreme court's acceptance of the commission's 

recommendations may be related. Using the Decennial Digests, the 

commission cases from 1964--the first commission case--through 

late 1978 that the courts had decided, were coded. If at least 

two more judges were on the commission than the next largest group 

of members, the commission was coded as judge-dominated. The rest 

of the commissions were coded as other-dominated. Cases were also 

coded by t'lhether the court accepted or modified the recommendations. * 
The null hypothesis is that the composition of the commission is 

unrelated to the supreme court's decisions. The null hypothesis 

can be rejected at the ( .02) level of significance. (See Table 

27. ) 

* In only three cases did the court increase the severity of 
the punishment, so most "modificatioIls" were a lessening of the 
sanction. States such as Illinois were excluded because the 
commissions do not make l'ecorrnnendations. 
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Table 27 

EFFECT OF COM}HSSION COMPOSITION ON DISPOSITIONS 
OF CASES BY THE STATE SUPREME COURTS 

Recommendation Recommendation 
Kind of affirmed by modified by 

107 

Commission high courts high courts Totals 

Judge-dominated 33 (84.6%) 6 (15.4%) 39 

Other-dominated 33 (61.1%) 21 (38.9%) 54 -
Totals . 66 (71. 0%) 27 (29.07,) 93 

2 X = 6.07, 1 degree of freedom, level of significance <: .02 

The nature or cause of the relationship between composition and 

decision is not clear. TIle most obvious but least likely possi-

bility is that judges on the court could be deferring to their 

colleagues on the commission. More likely, the judge-dominated 

commission, because of its composition, would share or be more 

attuned to the views of the high court than would a commission 

dominated by lawyers and lay members. For a more speculative 

explanation, the handling of complaints by a judge- or other-

dominated commission may have different screening processes, 

affecting the type of cases that a commission sends to the 

court. 

The dat~ are suggestive of some significant relationship and 

may be important for any future changes in the composition of 

commissions. The evidence here suggests that comrosition may 

affect the relationship between the commission and the judiciary 

and the outcome of the complaint against the individual judge. 
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6. Impact 

The outcome of complaints and cases influences both the 

commission and its external environment. This section focuses 

on only on~ aspect of that impact--on the attitudes of judges and 

of commissioners towards their state's commission as a model for 

a federal system. Such attitudes may also be labeled as part of 

the feedback which returns to the system as supports. 

a. Can State Commissions serve as models for the 
Federal System? 

The survey responses indicate that the members and staff of 

state jud'id.a1 disci.plinary commissions are pleased with their 

systems. At least three-fourths of those responding from each 

group--benc.h, bar, lay members and executive secretaries--would 

make such 0 recommendation. This suggests wide satisfaction with 

their commissions. Horeover. one may assume that some of those 

not recommending their own state system as a model may nonetheless 

have recommended some modification of the system. Several 

respondents indeed offered such addendums. 

Judges 

Lawyers 

Lay members 

Executive 
secretaries 

Table 28 

~ffiERS' RECOMMENDATIONS OF STATE CO}illISSION 
AS A FEDERAL MODEL (QUESTION 18) 

N 

Yes No (100%) 
% % 

34 (77 . 3) 10 (22.7) 44 

32 (80.0) 8 (20.0) 40 

26 (86.7) 4 (13.3) 30 

15 (75.0) 5 (25.0) 20 

107 (79.9) 27 (20.1) 134 
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On the other hand, the responses of judges in the three states 

varied dramatically. North Carolina judges, with a California-

style commission, recommended theirs as a model almost as highly 

as did the commissioners. The respondents from Massachusetts and 

New York, however, were much more divided on this issue. 

Table 29 

RESPONSE BY STATE WHETHER THE JUDGE'S STATE COMMISSION 
SHOULD BE A HODEL FOR A FEDERAL SYSTEH 

State 

Hass. 

N.Y. 

N.C. 

Yes 

25 (48.1) 

28 (42.4) 

49 (72.1) 

No 

27 (51.9) 

38 (57.6) 

19 (27.9) 

Total 

52 

66 

68 

---'- ---

Total 102 (54.8) 84 (45.2) 186 (100.0) 

One possible reason for the division in New York may revolve 

about the 1977-8 ticket-fixing scandal in which fOlJr hundred town 

and village justices were investigated. Based on comments in the 

questionnaire, it can be asserted that some of the negative 

voices are from these town and village justices or their sympa-

thizers. All three states have had controversial cases, but the 

cases have been more numerous in the two urbanized states. Like-

~vise, political conflict surrounding the commission, that is, 

media and interest group pressure, has been more intense and 

* continuous in the urbanized regions. 

* This impression is based on interviews in the three states. 
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A small majority (55%) of the respondent judges recommend their 

connnission as a model for the federal system. In the previous 

section, the judges have responded that the commission is an 

effective agency in handling misconduct and does not infringe upon 

legitimate judicial functions. These responses, together, suggest 

a degree of support among judges for some complaint··processing 

procedure. 

This study suggests a future project. The data here are the 

views of judges about the commission system. How do the com-

plainants perceive the system? The legislators? The bar? The 

public? There are legal (confidentiality) and scientific (sampling) 

problems with such a study. Yet, if they could be overcome, a 

more complete picture of the perceived usefulness and dangers of 

thes~ systems could be obtained. 

b. Issues to be considered 

A follow-up question attempted to probe the views of the 

respondents about the establishment of such a federal commission. 

The commissioners and the judges w~re asked to rank in order of 

importance five separate issues which may arise in establishing a 

federal commission: (a) whether the "good behavior" clause is an 

impeachment standard or grounds for separate removal mechanism; 

(b) whether a commission would infringe upon the independence of 

the judiciary; (c) whether a commission would infringe upon the 

the independence of the individual judge; Cd) whether a commission 

should contn:i.n lawyers and lay members in addition to judges; (e) 

whether the powers the commission should have be censure only or 
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censure in addition to removal. The question asked them to rank the 

"issues", "1" being least important, and "5" being most important. 

Clearly, independence of the judiciary was the number one concern 

for most responding judges. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

Table 30 

RESPONSES OF JUDGES TO THE IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES ARISING 
WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FEDERAL COMMISSION 

(Question 14) 

Nature of the 
good behavior 
standard 

Independence 
of judiciary 

Independence 
of individual 
judge 

Membership 
of lay 
persons 

Power to 
'remove or only 
power to 
censure 

Least 
Important 

1 

29 
(18.2) 

21 
(13.0) 

31 
(18.7) 

33 
(20.0) 

23 
(15.1) 

2 

21 
(13.2) 

19 
(11. 7) 

21 
(12.7) 

18 
(10.9) 

18 
(11. 8) 

3 

29 
(18.2) 

23 
(14.2) 

25 
(15.1) 

27 
(16.4) 

24 
(15.8) 

4 

31 
(19.5) 

23 
(14.2) 

41 
(24.7) 

31 
(18.8) 

32 
(21.1) 

Most 
Important 

5 

49 
(30.8) 

76 
(46.9) 

48 
(28.9) 

56 
(33.9) 

55 
(36.2) 

(100%) 

159 

162 

166 

165 

152 

~------------~------~--~~--~----------------~~ 
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d) 
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Table 31 

RESPONSES OF COMMISSIONERS TO THE IMPORTANCE OF ISSUES ARISING 
WITH THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FEDERAL COMMISSION 

(Question 19) 

Nature of the 
good behavior 
standard 

Independence 
of judiciary 

Independence 
of individual 
judge 

Membership 
of lay 
persons 

Power to 
remove or 
only power 
to censure 

Least 
Important 

1 

16 
(13.6) 

27 
(21. 6) 

41 
(32.8) 

17 
(13.4) 

6 
(5.0) 

2 

6 
(5.1) 

24 
(19.2) 

22 
(17.6) 

15 
(11. 8) 

13 
(10.8) 

3 

26 
(22.0) 

14 
(11.2) 

16 
(12.8) 

21 
(16.5), 

20 
(16.7) 

Most 
Important 

4 5 (100%) 

19 51 118 
(16.1) (43.2) 

18 42 125 
(14.4) (33.6) 

19 27 125 
(15.2) (21. 6) 

15 59 127 
(ll.8) (46.5) 

25 56 120 . 
(20.8) (46.7) 

While independence of the judiciary was also an important 

issue for the commissioners, the nature and authority of the pro-

posed system were more important concerns of the commissioners. 

Given the focus of their experience, naturally the commissioners 

would be more concerned about the composition and powers of this 

cOlmnission. 

c. Independence 

Next, comparing the recommendations of the state commissions 

as a federal model with concern for judicial independence, Table 32 
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illustrates a striking relationship. The more important the judge con

sidered the issue to the federal debate (the closer to 5), the less 

likely the judge 'was to recommend the state's commission as a 

federal model. 

Table 32 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN JUDGE'S RECOMMENDATION OF OWN STATE'S 
COMMISSION AS A MODEL WITH VIEH OF IMPORTANCE OF 

JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE 

Least Most 
Recommen- Important Important 
dation 1 2 3 4 5 

Yes 17 (18.9) 15 (16.7) 15 (16.7) 12 (13.3) 31 (34.4) 

No 4 (5.6) 4 (5.6) 8 (11.1) 11 (15.3) 45 (62.5)1 

21 (13.0) 19 (11. 7) 23 (14.2) 23 (14.2) 76 (46.9) 
? X- = 17.38, 4 degrees of freedom. Level of significance < .002 

Apparently, this question tapped the issue of whether a 

Total 
(100%) 

90 

72 

162 

federal commission would affect judicial independence adversely. 

The judges recommending their commissions as an issue then were 

judges who did not recommend their commissions. Thus, 62.5% 

(45 of 72) who did not recommend their commission, believed this 

was the most important issue; only 34.4% (31 of 90) who recommended 

their commission as a model were so concerned. The issue of the 

independence of the individual judge produces a similar although 

less prou0unced trend. There, the level of significance was < .02. 

No such dh'hotomy appeared \"ith the other three issues. 
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Table 33 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COMMISSIONER'S RECOMMENDATIONS OF OWN STATE'S 
COMMISSION AS A MODEL WITH VIEW OF IMPORTANCE OF 

JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE 

Least Most 
Recommen- Important Important Total 
dation 1 2 3 4 5 (100%) 

Yes 23 (23.5) 22 (22.4) 14 (14.3) 9 (9.2) 30 (30.6) 98 

No 4 (14.8) 2 (7.4) 0 9 (33.3) 12 (44.4) 27 

27 (21-.6) 24 (19.2) 14 (11.2) 18 (14.4) 42 (33.6) 125 

X2 = 16.86 with 4 degrees of freedom. Significance < 0.002. 

Nearly 78 percent (21 of 27) of those commissioners who did 

not recommend their commission as a model considered independence, 

as the most or next most important issue. Among those who 

recommended their commission as a model, only 39.8% rated the 

effect on judiciary independence as the most or next most important 

issue. There are fears about the effect of commissions on 

judicial independence and this may be adduced from this 

statistic. 

7. Judicial Views on the Effectiveness of the Commission 

In the questionnaire, judges were asked to respond to the 

five statements (or goals) of the commission by rating the effec

tiveness of the commission in achieving those goals, 114 11 being "very 

effective," "I" being "no effect." For Table 34, "very" and 

"fairly effective!! were combined to designate the positive benefit 

category. "Somewhat effective" or "no difference" can be read as 

marginal or no benefit of the commission. 
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Table 34 

JUDICIAL VIEt.JS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE COMMISSION 
(QUESTION 10) 

Statement 

Reinforces guide-
lines 

Makes judges account-
able to administra-
tion of justice. 

Protects image of 
the j udic iary 

Makes judges 
more account
able to public 

Punishes mis
conduct 

Somewhat No 
Effective Effective Difference 

109 (56.8) 66 (34.4) 17 ( 8.9) 

114 (58.8) 54 (27.8) 26 (13.4) 

69 (36.5) 55 (29.1) 65 (34.4) 

85 (45.2) 60 (31.9) 43 (22.9) 

112 (60.6) 51 (27.6) 22 (11.9) 

115 

N 
(100%) 

192 

194 

189 

188 

185 

The responding judges in all three states perceived the main 

role of the commission and one of its most effective functions to 

be reinforcing guidelines such as the Code of Judicial Conduct. 

Likewise, punishing misconduct and making the judiciary more 

accountable to the administration of justice are frequently cited 

by these judges as roles of the commission, ~."hich the commissions 

tire generally effective in achieving. The responding judges 

tended to find protecting the image of the judiciary and making 

the judge accountable to the public to be less accurate descriptions 

of the role of the commission and less effectively achieved. 

TabLe 35 reveals that 1;1 judge's fnmilinrlty with the cDmmis-

sion has little effect on views about its effectiveness in 

~l 
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performing these roles. The group of judges that responded "very" 

or "f:airly familiar" with the commission had consistently but only 

slightly higher percentages finding the commission effective. One 

final caveat is in order, however. The small number of respon-

dents to the survey may indicate that only those judges 

favorable to the commission concept have responded to this survey. 

Table 35 

COMPARING JUDGES FINDING COMMISSION EFFECTIVE 
WITH JUDGES FAMILIAR ~.JITH 

CO~lISSION WHO ALSO FOUND THE COMMISSION EFFECTIVE 

Reinforces guidelines 

Hakes judges accountable 
to administration of 
justice 

Protects image of 
judiciary 

Makes judges more 
accountable to public 

Punishes misconduct 

Effectiveness 

All Judges 

109 (56.8) 

114 (58.8). 

69 (36.5) 

85 (45.2) 

112 (60.6) 

Those Very ur Fairly 
Familiar with Commission 

37 (59.7) 

39 (62.9) 

23 (37.7) 

29 (47.6) 

39 (65.0) 

u 

n 
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Conclusions 

Out of tens of thousands of complaints, this group of 164 cases 

is a tiny percentage of the complaints reaching the commissions. 

Even 30 out of 3500 complaints (1978) is a tiny fraction (Table 22). 

This statistic reflects the restraint of the commissions in the 

interest of judicial independence. In eighteen years, the commis

sion and the court on the judiciary systems have removed forty

three judges. The courts have employed formal sanctions against 

more than one hundred others. This record shows little e\7idence 

of abuse. Furthermore, the developing case law has provided the 

judges with an indication of the standards to which the states ~ill 

hold them in the future. Despite real doubts about the effect of 

.. J'udic~al ;ndependence., there appears to be the com .. n~ss ~ons upon ........ 

. i of the need for and even the success of these judicial recogn1t on 

commissions in the states. 
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1 R. Stanley Lowe, "The Developing Law on Judicial Discipline 
and Removal," in Resource Materials for Fifth National Conferenc~ 
of Judicial Disciplinary Commissions) ed. Edward J. Schoenbaum 
(Chicago: American Judicature Society, 1976), p. 83. 

21964 was the year that the California court decided its 
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4 Irene A. Tesitor, Judicial Conduct Organizations (Chicago: 
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5 
~ew York Commission on Judicial Conduct Annual Report (1978), 

p. 132. (These calculations exclude pending cases.) 

6 Kent L. Rev, 54 (1977): 201, p. 207, Standard 3.3. 

7In re Stuhl, 233 S.E. 2d 562,568 (N.C., 1977). 

8In Re Edens, 226 S.E. 2d 5, 9 (N.C., 1977). 

9 Matter of Perry, 385 N.Y.S. 2d 589 (1976). 

10515 P. 2d 1 (Calif., 1973). 

l1Dec_~nnial Digests (St. Paul, Minn.: West Pub!. Co., 1967, 
1977, 1978,1979), key index Judge 11; Jack E. Frankel, "Fitness 
and Discipline of Judges: The California Plan," State Government 
41 (1968): 120; Resource Material for the Fifth National 
Conference of Judicial Conduct Organizations (Chicago: The 
American Judicature Society, 1976). The 1976 material provides 
a syn.opses of some unreported cases, such as those from Illinois 
and Delaware. 

12 541 S.W. 2d 564 (Mo., 1976). 

13537 P. 2d 898 (Calif., 1975). 

14 
The twenty-one traffic cases represent one exception. See 

Matter of Kuehnel, 413 N.Y.S. 2d 809 (1978). 

15 HcCartney v. Commission on Judicial Conduct. 526 P. 2r 268 
(Calif., 1974); ~~tter of Mertins, 392 N.Y.S. 2d 860 (N.Y., 1977). 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

This report has offered empirical evidence that commission 

systems have, in varying degtees, fulfilled the general purposes 

of a judicial discipline and disability procedure, such as rein-

forcing guidelines and punishing misconduct. At the same time, 

the commissions have employed various mechanisms to assure fair-

ness to both the judge and the complainant.' These mechanisms 

have included confidentiality of proceedings, verified or sworn 

complaints, screening of complaints, review of decisions by the 

high court, as ~ell as due process requirements such as notice and 

an opportunity to be heard. 

Based on this research of the states' exper~ence as well as 

the federal legislative efforts, the report concludes with a few 

recommendations for a federal disciplinary system. 

The chances of passage for a federal disciplinary system are 

not good. The constitutional issue is close; the need for 

accountability rubs against the sensitive question of judicial inde-

pendence from internal or external controls. The most useful con-

ceptualization of this situation is traditional checks and balances. 

Altll0Ugh th~ Framers instituted impeachment to balance the need for 

an independent, lmpartial judiciary agAinst the danger of unchecked 

judicial mt1 n.:1rchs, it has failed in both the federal and state 

systems t,l ach Love the resul t. First the states cmd then the 

federal government began to experiment with alternative checks. 

The commh~s inn systems thus became a netol element in the overall 

guvernJnpntal SYHtl~m of checks and balances and concomitantly 
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needed its (noln internal checks and balances. 

The states provided the ne\17 checks und balances through a 

mixed membered commission, appointed by different agencies. The 

1 tll '~n l'ad to convince a maJ'oritv. of the members of a comp ain;:mt ~. 

commission, some appointed by the governor, the legislature, the 

bar, or the court. Finally, the supreme court would have to pass 

on the commission's recommendation or order. This ne~ol set of 

checks and balances helped to prevent one set of people, either 

within or without the court system, from abusing the disciplinary 

power. 

Because most of the federal plans provide only for judicial 

members on the commissions, they do not provide parts of this 

check and balance, that is, multiple appointing agencies and 

varied membership. That balance must be found elsewhere. Thus, 

although a handful of states operate with the relatively 

inefficien t t~l7o-tier system, most federal plans provide for a 

multi-body disciplinary scheme. Two tiers provide the' missing 

check and balance. The complainant must now convince a committee, 

a council, and a court that the judge has violated the good behavior 

standard. Based on this logic, Representative Findley's one-

tier court on the judiciary and Kastenmeier's one-tier California 

plan have fBIoler checks and balances to protect the Judge than the 

other bills. To err in favor of judicial independence, one would 

opt for the Nunn or Bayh-Kennedy plans. 

The Bnyh. Kennedy and 1979 alternatives avoid the constitu-

tional removal problem of the Shortel-Otis debates. Since these 
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alte.·rnatives provide for censure within the judiciary and an 

initial screening of imp(~.:1chable offenses, they also make 

impeachment a less onerous mechanism. Although the constitu-

tional question remains whether Congress can delegate this 

screening process to the judiciary, these plans would redress the 

present imbalance with the least change. 

In drafting a bill that creates an effective and feasible' 

system, some version of the multi-tiered system is recommended for 

adoption for the reasons ,expressed above. Likewise, a system 

that employs existing organizations should gain the votes of 

members who are more reticent to break totally new ground with 

ne,,, organizations. Using the Judicial Councils or Judicial Con~ 

ference 1:"ould seem to gain votes of some members. The Councils 

or the Conference could be modified to create the desired mix of 

district, circuit and special court judges. Staggering the terms 

of the members allows fresh imputs into the system, allowing many 

judges to participate. 

The exclusion of Supreme Court Justices from this disciplinary 

system is politically wise. Since there are only nine Justices, 

impeachment can handle any rare instance of abuse warranting 

removal. The idea of tinkering with the U.S. Supreme Court clear-

1y has lost votes for previous bills. 

Finally, censure or suspension with pay should be the strongest 

sanction against a judge. Relying on "good behaVior," this strategem 

avoids the issue of whether impeachment is the only constitutional 
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form of removal. Often, removal is unnecessary. In egregious 

cases, judges have often resigned rather than face the charges. 

In Massachusetts, where the commission can only recommend censure 

or suspension, the commission process appears not to have missed 

the power of removal. In Bonin, the Massachusetts court suspended 

the judge. He resigned rather than wait for the legislature to 

1 
consider the case. Similarly, in the federal system, the judiciary 

could handle minor matters with reprimands or censures. The rare 

case ~varranting removal can be submitted to the House of Repre

sentatives for investigation. The commission system would 

"supplement" and not replace impeachment. 

The record of the state commissions suggests that the risk to 

the independenc@.;of judges is small. Likewise, the contrast in 

judicial action bet,veen 79-year-old, embattled Judge t~i1lis 

Ritter, sitting on the federal bench until his death in 1978, 

and the 1978 California removal of 82-year-old Justice McComb 

presents a strong argument in favor of such a mechanism for 

the federal judiciary.2 

The Nunn and Kennedy legislations reflect reasoned, researched 

responses, relying heavily on twenty years of state experience 

to achieve a system which provides a proven balance between 

judicial independence and judicial accountability. However, 

these are not gaining any support in the House. The thrust of 

this report is that the commissions have succeeded in the states 

and can provide guidance for the national government. A federal 

commission system, which encompasses adequate safeguards for 
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Footnotes 

1 
In re Bonin, 378 N.E. 2d 669 (Mass., 1978). 

2"Ed't . 1 h d' ~ or~a on t e J.scipline and removal of federal judges," 
Judicatur~ 61 (5/78): 440. 
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OEPAJtTlCENT OF 
l"OLITICAL SCIENCE 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
IAL TIMO. 1::. r.c i\ I fl.A ND Z IZ 11 
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This quesrionnatr<~ iij p3rt of lJ Ph.D. dissertlltion and study funded 
by the U.S. Justice Depart.ment. Office for Improvementl in the Adrdnistra
t10n of Justice. The qllestionnaire and the enclosed envelope have no -
Identifying marks SCI tllllt anonymity can be preHcrved. The rellult.ll \/111 be 
used for academic purposes. 

. Fo~ty-e!ght st3f \ s have adopted 801lle form of judicJal disciplinary 
COJnmlS!dl)n nnd sever..!l billa are before Congress tu establish " fed~rill 
countt·rpart. This Q\lt·stioonslre and study is an attempt to ascertain the 
effc·ctlvenesa. benefits and coats of the commission (ly~temli nod whether 
their ~ystcms can be ndapted for the federal system. 

P 1 elise feel fr~e to prov'ide any addit 10nal cornmE'nta that you lIIAy 
have Hoout the jlldjdal disciplinary commiu1on. If you wish to recdve 
a copy of the survey r~sults. please request it in a separate letter. 
You do not have to b~ a participant to recpive the result •. 

Feel free to leave ony questions blank which you do not wloh to 
answer. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely yours. 

')-)~' , .,.. .... />-
, ! ' .. " I J' • 

• /,/ ' {,/~ / ",~._.'\.- ,-- r: _-_ 
/ ~c~. .. l .... - , .. 

Nathan C. Goldman. Esq. 
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DF.PARTMl ~;T OF 
POLITICAL SCln~CE 

D~ar Sir or Madam: 

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY 
BALTIMORE. MAR Y LA ND 2121& 

This is a follow-up letter to the questionnaire mailed out three 
wc~ks ago. If you have already returned the questionnaire, please 
igl10re this lettor. Because of the confidential nature of t:he 
1I.ul'sLionnaire, lld.s letter is being sent to all recipients of the 
qu~:stionnaire_ 

If you have not returned it, your response will be greatly 
:lppreciatcd. Please feel free to request Ii copy of the survey results 
\,:h~ther you anS\oltHed the questionnaire or not. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely. • 

~f) _.:,,L, I!' ," ('~.~_ 
(~'I '/. -t--,... '"' ~ / 't'e 1../, '"«.- '/ .. 

Nathan C. Goldman 
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OM! , 043-579009 

SUkV&'t TO J'JnclS ON 

Ol\CANtZATl~S CtI JUDlCIAL CONDUCT 

Plea •• indlcat. the corr.ct nu.b.~ or ~ •• pon •• to e_ch of the qu •• tion •• 

(1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Section II !acksroun4 Ch.r.cteri~cic. 

I a.. a 
,~ ... b.r of the hi,h •• t court in th~ It.t ••••••• 1 
1Il1el'llb'r of .n .ppelht. COUl't .............. • ... 2 
m.llIb.r of • tri.l c''''rt .................. • .. ·· 3 
oth.r (ple •• ' apeclfy) ••••••••••••••••••• ·····10 

I 1m froa the ,tat. of 
M •• 5ach" •• ttl ................................... 1 
New york, ••.••••. 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

2 

North Carolin ••••••••.••••••••• ···············) 

If you .rt rtow Nev York, of which dap.~tm.nt '1" rou • MC~bar1 
ilr.t D.pt •••..••.•.•••• 1 
S.cond Dept. • •••.•..•••• :z 
Third D-tpt .............. J 
Fourth D.pt .••.•..•.•••• 4 

1 became • jude' In ______ (yur). 

My as. 1. 
1.,'1 th.n 40 .•..•......•. 1 
1.,1.50 •••• ,.,.,., ••.••.•• ,Z 
~l-bO, ••.•• , •• ,."",.·, ,.,3 
61-70 .••••• , •.••.•. ···.··4 
Uy .. r 70 .................. 5 

Section III Goal. and Function. of Judicial 
Conduct Co~mt •• ion 

Rov famillar .re rou with the .elt. judicial conduct c~"li~n1 
Verr famill.r ••.••••••••••••••• 4 
Fairly fa.l1i.r •••••.•••••••••. 3 
S01ft.what f.",lUar •.•.••••••••.• 2 
Not familiar .t all •.•••••.•... 1 

How nronsl)' do you .sree wtth the fol loving Italc",ent. 
(indi.clte (4) "ltrongly '1Ii:,~e". (3) "laue"; (2) "diuarn"j 
Knd (1) "ltl'on,ly dtuifU ll

) 

(a) tor thl function of inv •• tlgatlns, the c~1allon 
,"auld IUlve r.pr,uentar{votl 1r.,.: 

Tha bench, __________________ ___ 

Thl bn_-:-_~~----
Thl ,Ineral pubLtc, _____ _ 

(b) For thl function of d.tlr~iftinl ~i,conducc end 
"t.clpl1n., the c~l •• ion Ihould hava r.~,e'ln
tath .. frOlll 

(c:) Thl for .. 1 "urinl .hal' eh. In'YIiCilulna ua". 
shovld ba opan to the pubtlc, _____________ _ 

, __ ~,,~ _-..~"'''''''_''"'. "'"TO 

'. 

9/4 

10/3 

11/4 

12/99 

13/5 

14/4 

11-20/4 

21/4 

I 

I [J '1 

[,

1\ 
~ 

J 

',: :0 

n 
[1 

.... 
.~. 

ee) 

(9) 

(10' 

(11) 

H~~ .ccurat~11 doel aaeh of ~ha £o11owin, .tate~cnC' 
cluedb. tht role of the conni .. lon (indican (4) "vlr1 
.ccurAtely"; (3) "falrly accurately"; (2) "aOftlevhU 
accurat.ly"; .nd (1) "doe. not ap~ly"). 

(.) r.inforce. autd.lin •• for Judicial 
conduct 

'(b) e.k., J~U~d-&-.-.-.-o-r-...... -ccount.bl. to the 
ad.lnhtucion or ju.UCI. _____ _ 

(c) protlct. the 'a'll of the 
Judicia", 

(d) eak •• Jud:-.-.-.--ao--r.--.-c-c-gu--n--t.bl. to 
thtr publ1c,-:-_~-_-__ -

(.) punllh .. a"conduce,-,:-~ ___ _ 
(l) other (pI .... IP.c"') ____ _ 

1n your opinion. how important do you think .ach of the 
S~.l. or objectiv ••• r. to the op.r.tion ot tha c:~l •• ion 
on Jut!i.chl conductT (htdlc.u (4) "vlry illlportant"· 
(3) "fairly S,a'portant"j (2) "IOIII • ..,hat important"; and 
(1) "unimportant"). 

(a) rllnforc •• luld.l1nal tor judtcill 
conduct,~ ____________ _ 

(b) ~ak •• Judge. ~or •• ccountable to tha 
ad~lnL.cr.tlon of Ju.ttc., ____________ ___ 

(e) protect. the l=a,« af the 
judiciary 

(d ) .u kes j ud'-~-It-.~!II-o--r.--a-c:-c-o-u-n-t-• .,.b":"1-e--t-o-t h-.-----
publ ic 

(II) to pun''';'L-.7h-m-:''i -.c-o-n-tl':'u-c":t--------------
(0 othar (phasa .pedf7). ________ _ 

In your opinion, how .ffacc1vIlr ha. th~ commi.,lon 
aucc~eded ia Ichiavina th ••• 1011a or objectives? 
(indicle. (4) "very tfhethely"; (3) "fairly 
efhetiv,ly"; (2) "'('''II.wh.t .fhctl vllly": (t) 
U~~k~, no d1ff~r.nca") 

(I) rtinforc •• auida11na. for judicial 
conduct 

(b) uk.. t·':'h-.~Ju-d':'l.~c-i:-.. -r-y-.-o-r-.-.-c c oun t.b 18 to the 
adalnl.er.'ion of JUltica 

(c:) prot.ct. the i~la of th.'-----------------
Judicii", 

(d) lI.k.. th'--:j-u";d-,-.-'-II-o-r-.-.-c-c-o-u-n-t-.""b"'l-.-t-o---
tb. pua.l1e 

(a) to puni." ~a-;i-.-c-o-nd":"u-c-t--------------------
(I) other (ph .. a Ip.dfy) ________ _ 

tn youI' opLnion, wh.t .ff.ct hi. the c~ll.'on h.d Oft 

the follovln& typ •• of Judlci.l functIon. (lndlc.et (5) 
",,'cry poal.t1ve eU.cc"; (4) "pollitivI .ff.ct", i.a. anhance 
or (.c111tec. functionj (3) "no eff.ct"j (2) "n'I.cl.". 
effect"; and (1) "vary naa.tlva IIIlflct ," 1. •. , ialpede or 
conltra1n obJectiva perior •• nce of function •• 

~dm!nllcratiY. functionl of t~. Court 

(I) haMUn, vlI'iou. cahndll'l. _________ _ 
~) exped1tlna ca ••• , _______________________ __ 

<I) 
(b) 
(c: ) 

(d) 

rulLnl on objactlon, _______ _ 
Llu tru c ti n I J u ron ____ -,--:-__ __ 
ma~ln, f1nl1 deciaSonl or judlmftntl 
(cutc"," of Htlletton),_~-...,...-
•• ntane1na cri~ln.l ~.C.nd.ntll 
.~.rdln, or llndtnc for civil 
l1tl~.nt'. ______________________ ___ 

(a) /lcftn: tCl\i .. rch c:ounlll, lltigAnu, 
"it'nelle •• !'It! jurorl, ________ _ 

(b) b~lnG ~unctual !or h~~r!n&. ~nd 

ZZ/4 

23/4 

24/4 

25/4 
26/4 
27/4 

2S/4 

29/4 

30/4 

31/4 
32/4 

33/ 

34/4 

35/4 

36/4 

37/4 
38/4 

,Q/ 
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(12) 

( 13) 

(14) 

(15) 

In your opinion how would other judie. vie~ the .ff.ct of 
chI co~il.ion ~Q tbe (ollowinl type. oC Judtci.l functton.~ 
(IndLcat. (5) "v.ry pDlttlve .ff.ct"; (4) "politiv. eCf.ct", 
L.c .• nhanc~ or f~cl1Lt.t. function: (3) "no eff.:tM

; (2) 
"nt,.eLv •• fteet"i and (1) "v.ry n'iat1n tff.ct, 1 ••• , 
impede or con.tr.in objectlv. p.r(or~nce of functions.) 

Admini.tretlv. function. of the Court 

Ca> handlin, v.riou. e.l.nd.r. ______________ _ 
(b) .ap.ditlnl Ca..,I, ___________ _ 

Deci5!on-otk1ns functton! 

(:I) 
(b) 
(c) 

(d) 

ruling on objlccionl, _____________ __ 
1nltrucein, Juror •. ~ _____ --~~--__ --
~kin, final d.ci.iona or judgQ.nt. 
(outeoa. of litlaation).--~--~-----
.entlneina cri~inal d.f.ndanell 
aw.rdln, or findina Cor civil 
litli·nte, ____________________ __ 

On·Bench Judicill Conduct 

(a) .ctin& to~.rds coun,.l, litiganc" 
vitn."', and juror ."_---.. ___ ---,..-_ 

(b) bdni punctual for h .. rlng, Ind 
td'!. 

H thea L, to b •• fedcral COlr.mi5Sion would you ucoQlllend 
r~l1t !t be conHltutcd .100; cl.a line~ of Y<:'l.Ir .tat. 
'(J"''IIiuion? 

YOI ........... l 
No •••••••• , ••• 2 

R~nk 1n ordar oC l~port.ncc thl (ollowing i,.UI, 
that mcy Iri.e in alt8~11.hinl I eommllsion co 
OIl~r5U tht! conduct of Cederal Jude ••. (3. bl'nll molt 
import.nt Dnd 1 le •• t (mpor.ant). 

(I) WhIther the "cood bo:h.vlor chu .... il lin 'mpelch
ment stlnd.rd or ground. for a •• p.r.t. remoll.l 
"'Ich.ni, •. 

(b) ~hlth.r I c~l •• lon ~ould infringe upon the 
independence of the judidary. 

'Cc) 'o:hether a c~lI.l.on vould inCrinll1 upon the 
lnd.pendencl of the lndl111duel Judi. ___________ __ 

Cd) '../het.Mr a cOlIIldulon IhOl.ld contain h""Jlr. and 
tay "a~blr. tn .ddltl~n to 'uo,., ______ 

(e) \lhcchltr .h. pt'Wu" the cotlUlli .. lon should h.VI 
be tAnsur. only o~ cen.ur. 111 .,jdition to 
rell1oval_ 

<OOtl1&1' __________________ _ 

Ples.e (.al Cr •• to ofC~r further co~ent. on th. furvey 
or on the judicSal di.c1p11n~ry co~i •• ion. 
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\,'I'l·.S110t\NAIRt O~ ClRr.ANlZATIONS ON JUDICIAl. CONDUCT 

Plea .. indicael' the cornet auaber or u.pon .. to .Ieh ot the qu •• tion •• 

S.ction II ~cklround Char.cteri.tle. 

(1) I Q -(11) 
baacb .. =b.r of • com=1 •• 1OD •••• , •••• 1 
b.r ~.mb.r of • eommi •• ioo ••••••••••• 2 
lMY m.~bar Qf • comai •• ion •••••••••• ) 
.x.cutive •• er.tary of a commieaion ••• 

(2) The commis.ioa i. co.polad of the tollowin, numb.r Qtl 
judg .. ______ _ 

lavya,. 
lay maa· ... b-.... r.----
other •. _____ _ 

(3) If you ara I bencb I!Iember of the c:'a.a1 •• i~. 
ee) 111 what y.ar dLd 10U bac:o.e • jud,. ' ..... ___ _ 

(b) lOu. you, appoint.d ...... 1 
.1.ct.d •••••••• 2 

(4) If you ara a bar m.mber of t~. commla.10ft. ia what year 
wcr. you first admitt.d to th~ barf ____________________ _ 

(~) If you Are a lay meeber of the comai.,lOD, 
(a) what i. your occupation1 ____________ _ 

~) in what y •• r did you ti~.t b.cDa •• mployad 
1n thi. occupet1aa1 ______________________ __ 

(6) My ,thnic bacir.ilround UI 

(7) 1 AmI 

Amer1c.an Indiaa ................. 1 
Black. Am.rican ••••••••••••••••• 2 
Hilp'nic Am'ricdn ............... 3 
Orient"l AIII.rican •••••••••••• , •• 
\lh1 to ,\eerican .................... oS 
Oth.r 

~l •... , ••••••• 1 
Fecalc •• , •••••• Q 

(8) My •• , h: 

1 ••• th.n 40 ••••••••••••••••••• 1 
41-50··· ...................... ,.2 
~l·60." •• · ••••••••••••••••••••• ,' 
61-iO •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Ovnf 10 ••••••••• , •••••••••••••• , 

(9) Judi'. 1n this atAC. ~r. D.l.,ted by: 
Mlrit •• I.et1ao (Judicial Nowinattftl 

CoUlti •• ion) ••••••••••• , ••••• .,. • • •• 1 
P.rt1~.n El.et1on ••••••••••••••••••• 2 
l-!onp,u·tilll" Eltct1oQ." •••••••••••••• 1 
Gubemlltor1al 'ppointlllamt with 

lCl&illlat1vt approvel, •••••••••••••• 4 
Othltr (pIli •••• p'cif'> .............. ~ 

10/4 

11/9 
12/9 
·U/' 
14/' 

l.5-16/n 

17/2 

18-19/99 

aO-21/9~ 

22/6 

23/2 

14/' 

23/5 
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(10) 

(11) 

Section II: Co.la .nd Function. ol the Co~1 •• 10n 

Hov accur3t,ly do •• eaeh of the tollow1nl .tate~ant. 
d,.crib. the work of ~le comada.ioa (indic.t. (4) 
"vu7 accurately": (3) "fairly accllrataly": (2) 
"lO:.what accurately" And (1) "do .. GOt apply_" 

(.) rdnforc •• auid.Un,. for judicul ccadllCt,~ ___ _ 
(b) ~k~1 judi" accountable CO tb, a4m1n1atrlc10Q 

of juat1c.I ___ --,.--:_-:--:-:-~=:__-------
(c) prot.ctl the iu •• of the judic1ary __ --:~ __ --_ 
(d) uk .. judi" IIOU accountabl. to the p'ople, ____ _ 
(.) pUDiah .. 1I11co!lduct; __ - ...... -----______ _ 
(!) other (pha ••• pec!l1)' ____________ _ 

Hov strocely do you a3rea with db, followin; Itaca-*ut. (i~ic.tl 
(4) "atro~&17 airee": (3) MAlr• I "; (2) "di"ars.": aad (1) 
"seronily dinsr.e." 

(a) for the ttmction ot invI.eisatin;, thl co=mi.aioa 
.hould have repr«.Qnt.civI. !ro~: 

the 'blllch _____ _ 

the bu_-.-_-:-:--:-__ 
the ,anaral publlc ______ 

(b) for che (unction of dac.r~ininl mi.conduct and 
dt8cipllne, che co~i3g1on .hould hey. rwpr.een. 
tethe. irC!l: 

the baneh ______ , ______ __ 
the bar _ 
th¥ Slnlrel public ______ 

(e) The torQll he~rinl ~ftlr thl invI.t1gAt1nK eca" 
.ho~ld ba open to thl public, __________________ _ 

(12) The lor=al commi'lioQ hearing 1. 1n this state 

public 1 

conUdlntial Z 

(L3) To your knowladge, hal an oPPolina laVYlr or lit1,.nt Ivery 
complained about a cgamialion bar ~aber'. latmr part1cipIC1oQ 
in a If/Kal ta .. ? 

T •• ·: ••••• , •• 1 
'Ro ............ 2 

" (14) Ranle. in order ot importance the followinl rot.a .f cm.bdonlra, 
(3) bailie lIIO.t 1IIport.nt and (1) h.at i,Qport.n~. 

(III) 
(b) 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) 

rapr.tlaatl the vie'll' o_t ehll occupation ___ _ 
reprel.ntl tha 1ntare.ea of the pub11c, ______ _ 
rerre.ent. ~la incerl.t. 01 juatice 
reprea.nt. the interl.e. of the judic1ary ____ 
represent. the intarelt. of jUltic. but 

brina' ch. particulAr Tieva ot hil 
occupation to the lslues, ________________ __ 
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(1!1) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

a) 

!) 

,) 

h) 

1) 

j) 

k) 

1) 

11) 

11) 

(l6) 

Thi. ~ect1on aLt~mpt. to d~t~rwlne your View. on the .tand~rd of 
conduct th.t ahould ba required ot • juda' by the public and the 
eo=oisQion. Pl •••• indicate whIt you would reco~end to the court 
in each or thl followin, hypoth.ticel altuatlons, by pllcina the 
appropriate number on the line .tta~ I.ch cm •• : 

7) r~~cve the juda. fr~ office 
6) • u:zpend th¥ judie without p.y tor ~'P to one year 
5) 1.4UI a public C,cI~re to the judie 
4) reprimand the judla privately 
3) take no official action, but adldly di •• pprov. 
2) I cannot deterlline how I lIould uaeC: 
1) ln~ppropriat. complaint, 1 would t.ke no actlo~ 

It. judse,' stopped by the polica for erratic drlvin~, v •• di.cov.red, ~ 
a proper ~.areb to ba carryinl a concsllad, unrl81st~red revolver ______ .-

It. judge '-Tot .. lIlveral lattln 01 ratarencI for, 4 convict 1n au effort 
to persu~de another judll to rlduce the .Intence ______ , __________ ~ ___ • 

It. judae allowed a tala vi. ion Itation to film an icterylav with bin in 
hi. ch3mbara about • pendinl tri.l. The Interv1ww wa. ahovn 00 ths .v.nina naw., ______________________________________________________ _ 

A judil fall.d to 1astruct the jur, p~opa~ly. 

-----------------------A judIe backdatad a dockat entry rllatina to an oral motion to make 
it appear that the motion " .. timely when it \/ .. no~ ____________ _ 

A judge baea~ intoxiceted .t a Country Club danc. ___________________ __ 

A jud',., ukad to "lUt" a number ot traffic ticket., 'd1Dply 1plOr.d 
the reque.t and took no furthar Iction _. 

A judie rlfused to dilciplin. bia bailiff, .It.r the bailiff VAl 
arrutlld in a .a!llbl!n, raid OD a local tavlrn " 

It. judge criticized counl.1 1n the courtroo~ 1n .uch • vsy •• to 
publicly humiliate hi. • 

A judie refus •• to r.cule him.lll and sits 1n I ce*1I involvlnl a 
compllny 1n IoIhich he ha. 1nvelt.d ____ _ 

In tencing in hb b.c:lI.),lrd, a judi' ,.u hia nell hnc. tvo feet over 
hj. prop~rty line into h1a na1ihbor'. yllrd __________________________ ___ 

A judge hecam. 4n activa candidAte Cor COnare 9g, Without rl.1an1n, 
h1l judicial POlt~ ______________________ , ___ _ 

5.me a. (1) and tha jud .. on r.quest of t.llo" judie. r.fus.d to r •• 1~ ____________________________________________________ _ 

:SaQl! .. (1) and (II), In,addition, t.h~ juda. h threaten.1! by Ch" jude .. 
'~tb legal action and public di.c1oeur. ____________________________ __ 

There 4ro no dafinitiv. an.\I.rs, bu~ VI would 11ke to ~'OW hov lmporteat 
you ful nch attribute 11 to the uka-up of tha id •• l IUU trial Judla! 

Ple~BII u •• th1 ••• t of aymhol. to indicat. your reapons'l 
5) Vcry 1~portant 
4) fairly importaat 
3) So~what iaportanc 

2) Unimportant 
1) Irrelovant 

a) PUnccu.al 
b) Ii .. t pe r-:'.-0-na'""1=--4-p-p-e-a-r-.-n-c-. -----
c) Decia1ve, not,dilator)' ________ ___ 
d) Sensl of humor 
.) .... ur4 of d1gnie-y---------
f) TmmperAt. ~1th drink, aoh.r 
&) ep.nmindad. able to 11&ten ------

to both aida. patlently ________ _ 

h) Co..an un.a 
i) CourtlPOUI to lavyar. 
j) COurteous to witna •• -'-s------
k) Hard vorkin, 
1) Frof •• s10ns~1-1~n-t-.-I-r~1-ry------
w) Und~rltand plopl, 
n) Able to knp c:ollrr;:t"o{ 

the ca.a b.inn t~l.d 
0) Not ,usc.pt1bl. to 1--n~tl~ue--n-c-,-
p) Compatence, knovi.dSI of the llv ______________________ ___ 
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46/7 

47/7 

48/7 

49/7 

!l0/7 

H/7 

S'J.I7 

SJ/7 

54/7 



-----.-,--- - - --- -~- --- -~--.-~ -,------ --------------------

(17) 

(18 ) 

(t9) 

(20) 

DOJ-1980.11 

4. 

In your opinion, how effectively ha. the commi'llon lucceeded in •• tablt,h
lnl or uinfordr.g the followio& judi.c1al attributes (indicate (4) "very 
dfect1'1otly"; (3) "Cdrly eH.ctivlIIly"; (2) ",omewhle .!foctively"; and 
(1) "lI\.IIk. no dtfhr<lnca"). 

a) Punctual 
b) NSle p~r.on.l appelrance 
c) Decl.lvl, not dilacury 
d) San.. of hu~or 
.) Aurl of dignity 
I) Temp.fate with drink, lobar 
,) Open-minded, abll to lilt.n 

to both .ide. pati.ntly 
h) Common .. nGa 
i) Cuurt~gu. to lawyerl 
j) Court~oul to w1tn'~D'1 
II) Hardworklos 
1) Profeslional 1ntelrlty 
~) Understands peepl' 
n) Abla to ~e~p control of el" 

being .:ricd 
0) Not sU5ceptihle to influence 
p) Comp.t~ncd, knowl~di' of the 

law 

If thp.re is tg be a fed.rll commi'Jion, would you recommend 
th~t it be conatltutod Ilong the line. ot your MtJto 
cor.uni.,i"n: 

Ye! ........••• 1 
No •••.•••••••• 2 

R~nk 1n order ot importance the foll~vlns ~ 
thlt may .:Id~e ln eatablishing • cC'l.nd •• ton' t<1 

overaa. the conduce of federal jud,ol (5 being most 
1mportant and 1 l ••• t important). 

(a) Wh.thi!r the "goO<! bllh~\llor c1aule 11 an in\pu~hllleTlt Itolndard. 
or gro<.;"d. for 011 ,.pllraCQ eemov.l mec:hllnisml _______ _ 

(b) lUhether a commilllon would lnLrlllae upon the lndapendenea of the 
j~diclary1 _____________________________________________ ___ 

(c) Whether. 1:0I11III111100 would lntrin,. upon the independence of the individual judee1 __________________________________________ _ 

(d) Wheth~r 8 co=mi •• ton .hould cantlln l.vyer~ Ind lly m&mberl tn addition to jurlseIT _____________________________________ _ 

(O!) Whethar thCl pawcra the c:ommluion .hauld hlv. bl! cen.un only 
or ~~ns~rft 1n .adition to ramovIlT ___________________________ _ 

(0 Othu _______________________ _ 

PIu .. ft.d Crill \:0 ofhr furth-r eo-entl on th,a .urvey or on the 
judlc16! dl,clptlna~y c~t •• 1an. 

85/2 
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